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John Adams Explains the Principles of American Government
1. Adams, John: A DEFENCE OF THE CONSTITUTIONS OF GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, AGAINST THE
ATTACK ON M. TURGOT IN HIS LETTER TO DR. PRICE.... London:
John Stockdale, 1794. Three volumes. 8,xxxii,3-392; [2],451,[1]; [2],528,[36]pp.
Portrait in first volume. Half title in each volume. Modern three-quarter calf and
marbled boards. Occasional light tanning and foxing. Overall, a very good set.
The definitive final edition, after its first appearance in London in 1787. One
of the most important and widely read of the many writings of the important
Revolutionary figure and second president of the United States. The second and
third volumes, originally issued later than the first, contain descriptions of the
Italian republics of the Middle Ages as well as a lengthy analysis of “the Right
Constitution of a Commonwealth.” At the time Adams wrote this work he was
serving as the first United States ambassador in England, an uncomfortable position for a recent rebel, but he was ever ready to argue the American point of view.
Here he forcibly states the principles on which he perceived the United States
to be founded. The book was popular and went through numerous editions. Its
issuance as the Federal Constitutional Convention was assembling added to its
popularity and resulted in several American reprintings, and according to the
DAB, “its timeliness gave it vogue.” Later Adams’ detractors sought to find in it
a hidden desire for a monarchy. This edition is sometimes known under its half
title, History of the Principal Republics in the World.
This set bears the ownership signature on the titlepage of the first volume of
Thaddeus Pomeroy (1764-1847). Born in Northampton, Massachusetts and a
Harvard graduate, he had a long career in western Massachusetts and the Albany
area as a physician and druggist. He was also a Williams College trustee.
HOWES A60, “aa.” SABIN 233. DAB I, p.76. REESE, FEDERAL HUNDRED
11 (ref).
$6000.

Fort Smith Tries to Clean Up Its Image
2. [Arkansas]: FORT SMITH, ARK. ITS HISTORY. ITS COMMERCE. ITS
LOCATION. ITSELF. [Fort Smith, Ar.: Fort Smith Chamber of Commerce,
ca. 1893]. 27,[1]pp., including illustrations from woodcuts and photographs.
Original printed pink wrappers, new staples. Wrappers lightly worn and sunned,
small chips at corners, a few spots of soiling. Internally quite clean with light
even tanning. Very good.
Well-illustrated promotional pamphlet prepared by the Fort Smith Chamber of
Commerce, with descriptions and illustrations of churches, schools, businesses,
homes, courthouses, agriculture, etc., including a bird’s-eye view of the city on the
final page. Schools are highlighted, in particular woodcuts of the “Howard School
Building (Colored School)” and the “Lincoln School Building (Colored School),”
a notable emphasis on African-American education in such a brief pamphlet. The
rear wrapper carries a view of the railroad, foot, and wagon bridge across the
Arkansas River. There is also information on the history of Fort Smith and the
surrounding region, climate and growing seasons, and a description of the town’s
increasingly moral and temperate character as it left its wild days behind. Even
so, this was still the period when the famous U.S. District Judge Isaac Parker was
hanging people very regularly.
Fort Smith was established as a western frontier military post in 1817, when it
was also a center of the fur trade. The last federal troops departed Fort Smith
in 1871, but the city continued to grow as the Little Rock & Fort Smith Railway
was completed in 1876, which then connected with the St. Louis & San Francisco
Railway soon after, more than doubling Fort Smith’s population from 1880-84. It
became well-known as a base for westward migrants heading into the “Wild West.”
OCLC 11510422.
$1250.

Clicking on any item – text or image – will take you to our website
for easy ordering and to view any additional images.

Rare California Cookbook for the Upper Crust
3. [Baldwin, Anita M.]: THE PANTOPHAGIST [cover title]. [Hollywood,
Ca.: Citizen-News Company, 1933]. 50,[6]pp. 12mo. Original coated black cloth,
front board gilt. Wear at corners and spine ends, boards a bit rubbed. Clean
internally. Very good.
A rare California cookbook, privately printed for a scion of southern California
society, and reflective of upper class tastes of the day. Anita May Baldwin (18761939) was the daughter of Elias Jackson “Lucky” Baldwin, a wealthy investor
in Comstock mining and southern California lands. Anita inherited the Santa
Anita Rancho from her father, and continued the farming and stock ranching
operations. In the same year this volume was published, she wrote the foreword
to The Palatists Book of Cookery (Brown 179), also published in Hollywood. The
present volume is dedicated “to those of my friends who have enjoyed the dinners ‘en famille’ at Anoakia [her estate in Arcadia] and Nidjieh Wari.” Included
are recipes for appetizers (caviar and bone marrow, among others), vegetables,
salads, egg and fish dishes, a variety of meats (beef heart and tongue, rabbit pate,
squab salad), and a honey and egg dessert called “Nectar Anoakia.” Of particular
note are a handful of Mexican-inspired dishes (including “tripa espanol”), and a
bizarre cold salad of salmon roe, avocado, cream cheese, peanuts, and blackberry
jam called “The Four Aces.”
This little volume is rare in the market, and institutionally. It is not listed in the
Browns’ Culinary Americana, and its publication date comes a year after the cutoff for inclusion in Glozer. OCLC records seven copies, at UCLA, the Bancroft
Library, California State Library, University of Iowa, Huntington Library, Los
Angeles County Arboretum, and Arcadia Public Library. There is also a copy at
the Autry National Center.
OCLC 27215317, 228676141.
$1250.

The History of Slavery from Ancient Times to Antebellum America,
Published on the Eve of the Civil War
4. Blake, W.O.: THE HISTORY OF SLAVERY AND THE SLAVE TRADE,
ANCIENT AND MODERN. THE FORMS OF SLAVERY THAT PREVAILED IN ANCIENT NATIONS, PARTICULARLY IN GREECE AND
ROME. THE AFRICAN SLAVE TRADE AND THE POLITICAL HISTORY
OF SLAVERY IN THE UNITED STATES. Columbus: J. & H. Miller, 1857.
xvi,17-832,[4]pp., plus frontispiece and eight plates. Large, thick octavo. Original
blind embossed leather boards, rebacked in matching plain leather. Leather a bit
rubbed, corners bumped. Internally bright with light foxing throughout, chip to
lower corner of p.79. Faded ownership inscription on front endpaper. Very good.
Noticing a severe lack of historical writing on slavery, the author took it upon
himself to provide at the very least a collection of documents and brief historical
background of the topic. From his preface, Blake is clearly anti-slavery (“Slavery

is inconsistent with the moral nature of man”), but attempts to present both sides
of the ongoing argument. He gives a detailed account of the history of slavery
from ancient times, but devotes about half of this long volume to the slavery
question in 19th century America, including discussions about and reprinted texts
from the Dred Scott decision, the Compromise of 1850, and more. The historical discussion is illustrated by a number of engraved plates depicting a variety of
historical plantation and slave trafficking scenes.
This work appears to have been published several times between 1857 and 1861,
though Sabin lists only 1858 and 1861 editions; this is the earliest edition, not
in Sabin.
BLOCKSON 9518 (ref). SABIN 5800 (ref).
$750.

columns, printed in black and red, the whole ruled in
red. Spine and upper spine quadrant of upper board
restored with black calf, edges of text block smokedarkened, with occasional shallow isolated penetration
into margins, early repair on verso of frontispiece,
tidemark in upper forecorner/quadrant of last three
text leaves and endleaves, small mend on verso of title
at top margin, occasional handsoiling and smudging,
a few minor marginal nicks or short tears; in spite of
these detractions, in the main a bright, crisp copy.

Association Copy, with Inscription by White Kennett
5. [Book of Common Prayer]: THE BOOK OF COMMON PRAYER, AND
ADMINISTRATION OF THE SACRAMENTS, AND OTHER RITES AND
CEREMONIES OF THE CHURCH, ACCORDING TO THE USE OF
THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND; TOGETHER WITH THE PSALTER OR
PSALMS OF DAVID.... London: Printed by John Baskett ...and by the Assigns
of Thomas Newcomb, and Henry Hills ..., 1715. [20,380],23,[3]pp. terminating at
3A4. Folio (465 x 285 mm). Contemporary black gilt paneled armorial goatskin,
heavily gilt extra, a.e.g., marbled endsheets. Engraved frontispiece. Text in double

One of two large folio printings of The Book of Common Prayer published by Baskett in 1715, this being the
form that terminates at 3A4. This copy was associated
with the family and descendants of Henry Clinton,
seventh Earl of Lincoln (1684 – 1728) and his wife
Lucy, daughter of the first Baron Pelham. Inserted in
the front are two conjugate sheets of paper (one blank),
and laid in are two folio sheets of vellum (a bit stained
along the top edges). The latter are occupied on three
sides with a manuscript family record, written at various
times and in various hands (including births, deaths,
marriages, etc) from 1744 through the death in 1794 of
Henry Fienes Pelham Clinton, Duke of Newcastle. The
first of the inserted paper leaves is of perhaps greater
interest, as it bears a fifteen line manuscript account
by White Kennett, Bishop of Peterborough, signed and
with his seal, of his baptism at the Parish of St. James, in
Westminster, on 12 February 1718/19, of the Clinton’s
first son, George, for whom “His Excellent Majestie
King George was Graciously Pleased to do this Honour ...to stand Godfather in
his own Royal Person and to give him His own Royal Name of George....” Apart
from his clerical responsibilities, Kennett (1660 – 1728) was an active antiquary,
with particular interest in events in North America. He assembled a large and
important library, and based on that collection, compiled the first attempt at a
catalogue of books on North America: Bibliothecae Americanae Primordia. An Attempt Towards Laying the Foundation of an American Library.... London, 1713. His
close friendship with Charles Trimnell, bishop of Norwich and one of George I’s
favorites, secured him the bishopric of Peterborough in 1718.
GRIFFITHS 1715.1. ESTC T81463.
$2750.

the reader, Brady writes of the homegrown nature of the
production of the pamphlet:
“The constant demand for information relative to the
soil, climate, products, price of lands, &c., in Texas, has
prompted the preparation of this book. Especially have
these inquiries been directed to the condition of things near
Houston, the great Railroad Centre....Care and attention
have been devoted to its subject matter and arrangement,
and we are indebted to several friends in Houston for assistance in the preparation of the material. We have aimed
at facts, and not at fancy, and labored to produce a book
that will not be without interest to the people of our State,
while it will furnish in a condensed form information of
a desirable character to such as may contemplate making
their future home in Texas.”
Brady includes sections on the welcoming nature of the
state to immigrants, the health of the cattle industry and
other commerce in Texas, the advantages of farming and
the quality of land by region, the agricultural products
produced through land cultivation, the favorable state of
the “present and prospective” railroads, the future of the
lumber market, the fine “Society in Texas,” and a detailed
description of Houston that comprises eleven pages of
the text (plus another six pages on Harris County, where
Houston is located). It even recaps the first annual State
Fair of Texas which had taken place the previous year –
not in Dallas or Austin, but in Houston.

Enticing Immigrants to Post-Civil War Texas
6. Brady, William: GLIMPSES OF TEXAS: ITS DIVISIONS, RESOURCES,
DEVELOPMENT AND PROSPECTS. Houston. 1871. 104,[1]pp. plus folding map. Small errata slip pasted to inside front wrapper. 12mo. Original printed
wrappers. Minor chipping to wrappers, vertical split along front wrapper neatly
repaired. Text evenly tanned. Splits along map folds neatly repaired on verso.
Very good.
A rare promotional pamphlet providing a favorable description of Reconstructionera Texas, designed to entice immigration. The work was published by William
Brady, a real estate broker in Houston in the mid-19th century. In his note to

The promotional text is followed by eight pages listing
available land for sale by William Brady, who obviously
took the opportunity to promote himself along with Houston and Texas. The final twenty pages are composed of
advertisements for local businesses, constituting an early
business directory for Houston, with a handful of Galveston companies also placing ads. Among the businesses
touting their services here are printer E.H. Cushing, banker T.W. House, the
Houston Direct Navigation Company, the Houston & Texas Central Railway, the
Houston Cotton Press Company, and both Houston newspapers – the Telegraph
and the Times.
The handcolored lithographic folding map shows all of Texas, with two inserts of
the United States at large and the city of Houston. It was executed by hometown
printer – and advertiser in the present work – E.H. Cushing.
“Worth-while immigration booklet” – Howes. “Devoted to the enticement of
immigrants” – Graff. Rather scarce in the market.
HOWES B714. GRAFF 387. ADAMS HERD 303. RADER 460. RAINES, p.30.
WINKLER & FRIEND 2779.
$3850.

Birth of a Broadside
7. Bunting, Basil: [GROUP OF ITEMS RELATING TO THE BROADSIDE
PUBLICATION OF “YOU CAN’T GRIP YEARS ...”]. Shadingfield, Highlands, New Haven, etc. 1971-1977. Five items (plus envelope), as below. Octavo,
narrow folio and quarto. Folds for mailing, very good to fine.
An interesting file of items relating to the April 1976 publication of Bunting’s
poem at the Sterling Memorial Library’s Bibliographical Press in New Haven
(100 numbered, signed copies, plus o.s. copies) all addressed to Yale Librarian,
John Harrison, then a principal behind the Press’ activities. The lot commences
with a t.l.s., 20 January 1976, from Jonathan Williams, 1/3 page on Jargon letterhead, relating to the arrangements for Bunting to appear at Yale during his
proposed spring tour. This is followed by a 7 March 1976 t.l.s. from Bunting, on
personal letterhead, to Harrison, reading in part: “It seems to me that the poem
I enclose is the least unfitted of my making to be set up as a broadsheet. It has
been printed more than once in magazines, but I have nothing new at all to offer
you. I am not fond of broadsheets and posters, but since you find it necessary
to raise fund, go ahead. Yours faithfully B Bunting.” Accompanying the letter is
single sheet unidentified uncorrected rough proof printing of the poem, signed
in ink by Bunting and dated 1971. The proof exhibits at least one typo (corrected in ink by Bunting) and some setting irregularities. It is set in sans serif
type, thus perhaps distinguishing it from the poem’s appearance in the Autumn/
Winter Pound issue of Agenda. The lot concludes with a [2 June] 1977 t.l.s. from
Jonathan Williams, discussing a number of things, but also acknowledging receipt
of some copies of the broadside (“...Looks good and that paper was obviously a
great temptation to print on. Only wish there had been room for the woodblock.
I liked it ...I kept #1, greedily, and #s 11 through 19...”). Accompanied by Harrison’s own retained copy (which is also clearly denoted as copy #1), and like all
copies we have handled, it does include one woodcut.
$600.

The Jewel of the French Caribbean
8. Charlevoix, Pierre François-Xavier: HISTOIRE DE L’ISLE ESPAGNOLE OU DE S. DOMINGUE. ECRITE PARTICULIEREMENT SUR
DES MEMOIRES MANUSCRITS DU P. JEAN-BAPTISTE DE PERS,
JESUITE, MISSIONAIRE A SAINT DOMINGUE, & SUR LES PIECES
ORIGINALES, QUI SE CONSERVENT AU DEPOT DE LA MARINE.
Paris. 1730-1731. Two volumes. xxviii,482,[59]pp. plus eight maps (seven folding); xiv,506,[61]pp. plus eleven maps (four folding). Quarto. 20th-century half
calf and marbled boards. Slight foxing. Overall a very good set.

Charlevoix was a French Jesuit who spent some time in Quebec before arriving
in St. Louis and travelling south to New Orleans and thence to Santo Domingo.
This is his extensive history of Santo Domingo, highlighted by handsome detailed
engraved maps of Santo Domingo, Haiti, Venezuela, and the entire Caribbean
area. Covers the years from 1492 to 1724, with much material relating to the
indigenous and black populations. One of the most important single histories of
a Caribbean island from this early period.
SABIN 12127. LeCLERC 1371. EUROPEAN AMERICANA 730/45. PALAU
67166.
$3500.

A partially-printed post-war Oath of Allegiance, sworn and signed by young South
Carolina cadet Henry Norwood Obear less than
a month after Buckner’s final surrender in May
of 1865. The oath itself leaves no doubt as
to the real cause of the war, and reads in full:
“I, [H.N. Obear], aged [18] years, a resident
of [Winnsboro, S.C.], do solemnly swear, or
affirm, in the presence of Almighty God, that
I will henceforth faithfully support and defend
the Constitution of the United States and the
Union of the States thereunder, and that I will
in like manner abide by and faithfully support
all laws and proclamations which have been
made during the existing rebellion with reference to the emancipation of slaves. SO HELP
ME GOD.” As per Lincoln’s Proclamation
of Amnesty and Reconstruction, residents of
former Confederate states were allowed to
regain their United States citizenship, but
only after swearing oaths such as this.

South Carolina Cadet’s Post-War Oath of Allegiance,
Swearing to Uphold the Emancipation Proclamation
9. [Civil War]: Obear, Henry Norwood: OATH OF ALLEGIANCE [caption title]. Winnsboro, S.C.: J.E. Britton, Book and Job Printer, June 22, 1865.
Partially-printed form accomplished in manuscript, 5¾ x 6¾ inches, printed on
blue paper. Old folds. Tape repairs on verso, vertical tear to top repaired and
reinforced with tape on both sides, scattered staining. Good plus.

Henry Norwood Obear was the son of the
Reverend Josiah Obear of Vermont, who moved
to South Carolina and became the first rector of St. John’s Episcopal Church in
1841 – a church which was burned down by Union troops in February, 1865. The
younger Obear was barely fourteen when war broke out, and in 1864 was a cadet
at the Arsenal Academy in Columbia, though it does not appear he ever joined
the Confederate army proper. After the war, Obear moved to Washington D.C.,
where he practiced law. Though many of these oaths must have been printed and
signed in the early days of Reconstruction, they rarely survive and remain rather
scarce on the market.
$600.

Mark Twain to His Publisher
10. Clemens, Samuel L.: [AUTOGRAPH LETTER, SIGNED (“Mark”),
TO JAMES R. OSGOOD]. Hartford. 20 February [1875]. One page, in ink, on
octavo ruled lettersheet. Folded for mailing, else very good or better.
To James R. Osgood, then principal of James R. Osgood & Company, and later
publisher of The Prince and the Pauper, and other titles by Clemens and his contemporaries:
“My Dear Osgood: Confound it, my Boston trip is knocked in the head. It would
take so long to explain why, that I will not attempt it, but only send regrets, do
some private cussing, & wish the dinner party a happy time & Aldrich & family
godsend & a glorious tour. Ys Ever Mark [flourish].”
Clemens had earlier declined another invitation to dine with Osgood on 12 February. T.B. Aldrich and his wife embarked in late March for an eight month tour
of Europe.
$3750.

Mark Twain on Saint Joan
11. Clemens, Samuel L.: [AUTOGRAPH LETTER, SIGNED “S.L. Clemens,” ABOUT JOAN OF ARC]. 30 Wellington Ct., Albert Gate, London. 17
April 1900. Three and one quarter pages on four panels of a folded octavo sheet
of letterhead. A few minor finger smudges, folded for mailing (with careful repair
to break at one fold) otherwise very good or better.
To Canon [Basil] Wilberforce. In an October 1899 letter to W.D. Howells, Clemens noted that he had just received an invitation from Wilberforce to “talk Joan
of Arc in his drawing-room to the Dukes and Earls and M. P.’s ...,” and indicated
that he would endeavor to postpone the occasion. He appears to have succeeded in
doing so, for here, six months later, he discusses the nature of the proposed talk:
“The short paper which I wrote for Mr. Murray’s book [T. Douglas Murray, Jeanne
d’Arc, Maid Of Orleans: Deliverer Of France (1903)] contains what I should wish

to say -- a grouping, under two or three heads, of the chief marvels of Joan’s
character as revealed by the prominent incidents of her career. It is not an effort
to account for Joan, but rather an argument or confession that she cannot be accounted for. A large part of the interest which she has for me, grows out of just
that perplexing & fascinating mystery: that our capablest rules of measurement
are baffled & defeated in her case -- we can’t get at her astronomical dimensions
with our yard-stick. If I might read from that paper & intersperse the reading
with talk enough to relieve the formality & stiffness of the deliberately-prepared
sentences, I think I might get through without ship-wreck ....”
Signed: “Very sincerely yours S.L. Clemens.”
Wilberforce & Clemens are enshrined in the body of literary anecdote via the
incident in July of 1899 when Wilberforce confused Clemens’ hat for his own
and made off with it.
$4750.

“I go in for Texas....”
12. [Crockett, Davy]: DAVY CROCKETT’S ALMANAC. 1845. I LEAVE
THIS RULE FOR OTHERS, WHEN I’M DEAD, “BE ALWAYS SURE
YOUR [sic] RIGHT, THEN GO A-HEAD” [wrapper title]. Philadelphia &
New York: Turner & Fisher, [1844]. [36]pp. Gathered signatures. Previously
stitched (as issued), gatherings loose but complete. Some wear, light chipping,
tanning, and a few spots of light soiling and foxing throughout. About very good.
Partially untrimmed.
In addition to the classic tales and illustrations, this issue includes “Crockett’s
Opinion of Oregon, and the Annexation of Texas to the U.S.” Anticipating Texas’
entry into the Union in 1845, the author writes: “I go in for Texas...Every Texian
is a Yankee o’ the second breed, an he’d fight for Uncle Sam jist as soon as he’d
suck a wild goose egg without spoilin the shell....” Although Oregon was not
admitted until 1859, discussions were already underway in 1844. Simply put, the
author is in favor: “Feller citizens, I now conclude with 27 cheers for Oregun, the
27th gun of Uncle Sam.” Also included are the stories “Ben Hardin, Crockett,
and Crockett’s Bear, at a Skating Frolic” and a descriptive essay about “A Sucker”
with additional examples of a “Puke,” a “Wolverine,” and a “Hoosier.”
DRAKE 4302. AMERICAN IMPRINTS 44-1865. HOWES C897, “aa.” STREETER
TEXAS 1270. GROLIER AMERICAN 100, 39. David Crockett, A Narrative of
the Life of David Crockett of the State of Tennessee (Philadelphia: E.L. Carey & A.
Hart, 1834).
$3850.

Clicking on any item – text or image – will take you to our website
for easy ordering and to view any additional images.

The Young James Denver on Poetry, Romance,
and Law and Order in Missouri
13. Denver, James William: [AUTOGRAPH LETTER, SIGNED, FROM
JAMES WILLIAM DENVER TO HIS TWO SISTERS IN OHIO, CONCERNING ADVICE AND CRITICISM OF POETRY, RELATING A LOCAL
“TRAGI-COMIC” INCIDENT OF SPURNED LOVE, PLUS OTHER LOCAL NEWS FROM HIS EARLY CAREER IN MISSOURI]. Plattsburg, Mo.
March 15, 1846. [4]pp., on a single folio sheet. Accompanied by a contemporary
blank envelope. Noticeable wear and staining, with considerable fold separations,
especially along the center horizontal fold. Good.
An early James W. Denver letter written by him to his two sisters in Ohio, Mary
Caroline and Jane Campbell Denver, while he was working as a lawyer and actor
in Missouri in 1846. This was a year before James Denver (1817-92) raised a
unit to fight during the Mexican-American War, and before he had served in any
of the varied and famous roles during his long and distinguished career. After
the Mexican-American War, Denver served in the California state government,
the United States House of Representatives as a Congressman from California,
as the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, the Territorial Governor of “Bleeding
Kansas,” and as an officer in the Union Army during the Civil War, among other
positions. Denver first moved to Missouri in 1841 to teach school and returned
there in 1845 to practice law.
In the present letter Denver discusses the merits and faults of recently-published
literature, particularly his “severe criticism” of a poem entitled “The Hunter on
the Hills.” He also relates the news that he gave a collection of his own poems
to the “Platte Argus” for publication. Almost two pages of the letter are taken
up with an incident of spurned love that Denver describes in detail, in which a
jilted husband experiences “running off with his ladies love – of getting married
– of losing his wife – of having a fight – of seeing a man murdered and of going
home very much frightened and in a bad humor all in the same night. He has
since stuck up notices warning all persons not to trust his wife on his account.”
Denver then spends most of the last page writing about the local unmarried women
in neighboring Clay County. He claims to “not care a straw about any of them,”
but writes a paragraph detailing a few of the women.
In the penultimate paragraph, Denver touches upon his legal career in Missouri,
reporting that no murder charges were filed for the “Estill affair.” As Denver
writes of Missouri law: “In this country we have by law five degrees of murder
and it was necessary that at least twelve of the Grand jurors should agree on some
one of the degrees which they could not do. He was therefore discharged but
may be indicted at any future time.” Denver concludes his letter with a quote
from his friend and Missouri legal colleague Bela Metcalf Hughes, who would in
the coming decades himself become a prominent resident of Denver, Colorado.
An early and informative letter from Denver to his sisters while he was working
as a lawyer in frontier Missouri.
$850.

Dorothea Dix, in Verse, on the Virtues of Public Service
14. Dix, Dorothea: [AUTOGRAPH POEM, “THOU SHALT REAP IF
THOU FAINT NOT,” WRITTEN AND SIGNED BY SOCIAL REFORMER
DOROTHEA DIX]. [N.p. ca. 1841]. [2]pp. manuscript on a folded folio sheet.
Repairs along a portion of the upper and lower edges. Near fine.
A fine memento of the life and work of the important 19th-century social reformer, Dorothea Dix, who labored tirelessly on behalf of the mentally ill. The
poem is entitled “Thou Shalt Reap If Thou Faint Not” and is an allegory about
the positive results that will come from selfless work. A few lines of the poem
read: “Where the foot of sin hath trod / there, unwearied do thou toil; / still
renew with ready zeal / efforts to reclaim the soil”; and “Take the sickle, reap ye
there; / Garner in the sheaves spread wide; / What the harvest? Souls are saved,
/ Pardoned, sealed, and sanctified!”
The text of this poem was printed, with unattributed authorship, in the September
1841 issue of The Monthly Miscellany magazine, published in Boston. A note in
manuscript above the text of the poem reads: “I have in my hand before me, the
autograph effusion of a particular friend, the celebrated female philanthropist of
our country, who has done so much all over the land in behalf of the insane. She
herself placed it in my hand....” The text of the poem is consistent with Dix’s
handwriting, and she has signed it at the end with her initials, “D.L.D.”
Dorothea Lynde Dix (1802-1887) was born in Hampden, Maine and became a
teacher in 1816, opening her own school for young women five years later. In the
mid-1830s, while in England recuperating her health, she became interested in
the work of social reformers who concerned themselves with the plight and care
of the mentally ill. Beginning in the 1840s, Dix would make this her life’s work,
at first concentrating on the conditions in which the mentally ill were cared for in
Massachusetts, and then expanding her efforts throughout the East and the entire
United States, and then to England and Europe. She petitioned legislatures to
reform existing hospitals, and to build new, more humane facilities. During the
Civil War, Dix was appointed superintendent of U.S. Army nurses. She continued
her efforts on behalf of the mentally ill after the war and up to her ninth decade.
“Her efforts paved the way for improved treatment of the mentally ill as well as
the creation of more than 120 new mental health facilities....Her distinguished
career as an advocate for reform has earned her an important place in history as
well as the respect of people around the world” – ANB.
An evocative Dorothea Dix manuscript.
ANB 6, pp.635-37.

$1250.

A working manuscript draft of an in-depth
series of catechetical lectures explicating the
Apostles’ Creed for new believers, by an unidentified Episcopal minister, likely in the Upper
Midwest. The denomination was determined
by the author’s references to the Articles of
Religion and the writings of contemporary
Episcopal bishops. Each volume was bound
as a pamphlet, presumably by the author, each
with a manuscript title and description of the
part of the Creed to be discussed on the front
wrapper. The hand is clear and the text is heavily annotated, with numerous corrections and
edits, as well as parts of, or even whole pages,
pasted over with new text. It is very reasonable
to assume these lectures were compiled by the
rector or a senior lay person at the church for
a confirmation class or adult education program; the language would demand at least an
adolescent’s comprehension level. This draft
does not appear to have ever been published.

Original Manuscript Lectures on the Apostolic Creed,
by a Michigan Minister
15. [Episcopal Church]: [Michigan]: LECTURES ON THE APOSTLES’
CREED [MANUSCRIPT SET OF TEACHINGS ON THE APOSTLES’
CREED IN TWELVE PARTS]. [Marquette, Mi.? 1851-1852]. Twelve volumes.
[40]; [32]; [32]; [36]; [34]; [36]; [38]; [32]; [34]; [40]; [40]; [32]pp. Approximately
54,000 words in total. Oblong octavo. Plain paper wrappers, handstitched, manuscript title on front wrappers. Faint old vertical fold to center of each volume;
occasional light soiling and chipping and even tanning to wrappers. Internally
quite clean. Very good. In a red and green slipcase.

Although the author never signs their name,
the end of each volume is dated, starting with
November 30, 1851 in volume one and ending
with May 16, 1852 in volume twelve. Most
volumes have the location of “Marquette” added
next to the date. Although not identified explicitly, this is possibly Marquette, Michigan,
founded in conjunction with Marquette Iron Company activity in the region.
Episcopalian settlers there began holding services aboard the steamship Planet in
Marquette Harbor on Lake Superior in the 1840s. St. Paul’s Episcopal Church was
founded soon after, though construction on the church itself was not completed
until 1857. The Episcopal Diocese of Michigan was organized in 1832 and grew
rapidly. In the 1840s and 1850s there were a number of missions to the lumber
regions of the Saginaw Valley and the mining regions of the Upper Peninsula;
by 1895 the Upper Peninsula became the Diocese of Marquette (later renamed
Diocese of Northern Michigan).
An important example of the sophistication of Christian education in the Old
Northwest.
$3500.

Monty on Montauk
16. Flagg, James Montgomery: [FOUR AUTOGRAPH LETTERS, SIGNED
(THREE AS “Monty,” ONE AS “Cap. Kidd”), ONE WITH ORIGINAL
PENCIL DRAWING]. Washington, Providence, Montauk, etc. One undated;
5 August 1940; and two envelopes postmarked 25 April 1941 and 29 April 1943.
Thirteen pages, on six quarto and octavo lettersheets (one folded to quarter panels).
Three in ink, one in pencil. Folded for mailing, otherwise fine, accompanied by
two envelopes addressed in his hand, hastily torn open at one end.
Four substantial, boisterous, opinionated and occasionally inebriated letters from
Flagg to Willis Birchman (addressed variously as “Kid,” “Country Gentlemen,”
“Dear Temperamental Meringue,” and “Will Bill”) who became one of Flagg’s
frequent correspondents as a consequence of Birchman having featured Flagg in
his 1937 book, Faces & Facts By and About 26 Contemporary Artists. One letter,
4pp. in ink on letterhead of the Providence Biltmore, consists of an account of a
rather Cutty Sark driven meeting with “Cecil” (likely film star Cecil Humphreys,
with whom he had a long association). Another letter, 4pp., written on letterhead
of Montauk Manor, at Montauk Beach, is in pencil and opens with an attractive
pencil drawing of a beach scene, with cars parked and facing out over the ocean;
it relates chiefly to the circumstances of his stay at Montauk and is signed “Cap.
Kidd.” Another letter, 4pp, in ink, on letterhead of the Hotel Raleigh, relates
to events surrounding a vague series of meetings in Washington DC, involving
representatives of the Australian and British governments, stops at embassies, a
meeting with Sumner Welles, etc. The last letter, dated simply Friday, 2pp. in ink,
is somewhat diffuse, but mentions a pending trip to Washington and meetings
there, perhaps anticipating the stay mentioned in the letter above. Flagg (18771960) was, in his time, one of the most prolific and popular of American artists
and illustrators. His best known work was one of the most widely distributed
recruitment posters for the US military: the iconic image of Uncle Sam, captioned
“I Want YOU for U.S. Army.”
$650.

Thoroughly Illustrated Florida Promotional Pamphlet
17. [Florida]: FACTS AND PHOTOS OCALA, FLORIDA MARION COUNTY
[wrapper title]. [Lynchburg, Va.: J.P. Bell Company Incorporated, ca. 1910]. 44pp.
including illustrations, plus two postcards. Oblong octavo. Original pictorial
wrappers, stapled. Minor wear. Near fine.
A rare promotional booklet for Marion County, Florida around the turn of the 20th
century, primarily focused on attracting farmers. The county’s slogan, “Good as
the Best for Fruit and Vegetables/ Better than the Rest for ‘Hog and Hominy’”,
adorns the first page. The final page drives home the point, stressing that “This
county contains good land within its boundaries....Her resources are unlimited;
the industrious farmer can succeed.” The pamphlet itself is mostly made up of
photographic illustrations, with occasional text about the climate, schools, and

other amenities in the region. The illustrations show homes, farms, street scenes,
flora, golf clubs and other recreations, and more. An insert at the end comprises
two postcards to be detached and mailed to the Marion County Board of Trade
for further information. Marion County was greatly affected by the Great Freeze
of 1894-5, which saw Orlando reach its all-time record low temperature of eighteen degrees Fahrenheit and wreaked havoc on Florida’s citrus crop. Land that
had cost as much as $1000 per acre in the early 1890s dropped dramatically in
value, and even at the time of this pamphlet’s printing per-acre prices in Marion
County were advertised in a range from ten to a hundred dollars. This pamphlet
is quite rare; OCLC locates only two institutional copies, at Duke University and
the State Library of Florida.
OCLC 21247139.
$1250.

Feeding the West Indies
18. [French Colonies in America]: ARREST DU CONSEIL D’ESTAT: QUI
ORDONNE QU’A L’AVENIR LES BARILS DE BOEUF, & AUTRES VIANDES D’IRLANDE & AUTRES PAÏS ESTRANGERS, ENSEM LE LES
CHAUDIÉRES, & AUTRES OUVRAGES DE CUIVRE SERVANT À LA
CUISSON DES SUCRES, QUI SERONT AMENEZ DANS LES VILLES
& LIEUX D’ENTREPOST, POUR ESTRE TRANSPORTEZ DANS LES
ISLES DE L’AMÉRIQUE & PAÏS ESTRANGERS, SERONT EXCEPTEZ DE
LA GRACE DE L’ENTREPOST & ESTAPE GÉNÉRALE. DU 17 AOUST
1671. Paris: Par Sebastien Mabre-Cramoisy, 1681. 4pp. Quarto, on a folded folio
sheet. Very minor soiling. Contemporary inscription. Fine.
An early French decree relating to America, of particular importance for the French
West Indies. An ongoing problem of the sugar colonies in the West Indies was
feeding the slave work force. Throughout the era of slavery, food was imported
from Europe and North America, as it was cheaper and easier than using labor
on the spot to raise it. This act exempts from warehousing charges Irish and
other beef and all items required for sugar refinery destined for exportation to
America. A variant of Wroth 125, which was printed thirty years later. OCLC
locates only one copy, at NYPL.
From the library of Cardinal Étienne Charles de Loménie de Brienne (1727-94),
Minister of Louis XVI, Archbishop of Toulouse and of Sens. A friend of Voltaire
and a member of the Académie Française, Brienne wielded significant power
as head of the Finance Ministry, which earned him many enemies. He died in
prison during the French Revolution, despite having renounced Catholicism in
1793 (presumably as an attempt to save his life).
WROTH, ACTS OF FRENCH ROYAL ADMINISTRATION 125 (ref). MAGGS,
FRENCH COLONISATION OF AMERICA 22.
$2250.

A Vivid Example of American Economic Colonialism
in the Mid-20th Century
19. [Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company]: Budd, Richard T.: [PHOTOGRAPHICALLY-ILLUSTRATED TYPESCRIPT ALBUM DOCUMENTING
THE EXPERIENCES OF RICHARD T. BUDD, THE LONG-SERVING
PLANT MANAGER OF THE GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY
IN THE PHILIPPINES]. [Almanza, Las Piñas, Rizal, The Philippines. 1959].
72pp., containing 193 black-and-white photographs, from 2½ x 2½ inches to 8 x
9¾ inches, most with typed captions on the album leaves, plus large hand-painted
signs on cardstock laid in. Large folio. Original blue paper-covered boards, bradbound, hand-painted titles on front cover reading, “GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER CO. OF THE PHILIPPINES, LTD. ALMANZA, LAS PIÑAS, RIZAL.”
Moderate wear, soiling, and creasing to boards. Produced on acidic mid-century
paper, with most leaves chipped or with closed edge tears, one leaf detached, a
couple partially detached. Photographs in generally very nice condition, with
easily-readable typed annotations. Overall very good.
A unique and large format presentation typescript documenting the facilities,
services, and employees of the Philippine branch of the Goodyear Tire & Rubber
Company in 1959, illustrated with almost 200 photographs, produced for the twentieth anniversary of the tire plant’s manager, Richard T. Budd. The photographic
scrapbook constitutes an extensive visual record of the facilities and operations
of the Goodyear Tire factory in Las Piñas, Rizal, Philippines, and provides an
interesting peek into American foreign business practices in the mid-20th century.
The album is highlighted by more than 100 large, likely professional views of the
factory exterior and interior, following the tire-making process from raw material
through to finished product, with many of the images showing Filipino laborers
at work. The album also contains a series of eight views of a January, 1957 labor dispute. The images are accompanied by detailed typed captions explaining
the tire-making process, the strike, and more. One such annotation reads: “On
January 14, 1957, the factory tasted its first strike when barrio residents set up a
picket allegedly in protest of the alleged unfair hiring procedure of the company.
Pickets gathered at the front of the gate while bus loads of employees wait outside
for a chance to cross the picket line.” The smaller photographs further depict
the factory’s employees, and document health care facilities, blood drives, a free
Christmas lunch, company picnics and gatherings, awards ceremonies, and much
more. Several pictures record Budd’s contribution as a leader with the local Boy
Scout Troop 60, comprised mostly of young Filipino boys. One page containing several photographs documents Goodyear management’s donation to a local
school; the caption reads: “Aware of its responsibility to the community, Management, goes to the much neglected barrio school and donates a swing and a slide
for school children at play. This page contains the pictures of that donation.”

Additionally laid-in is a handmade folio greeting card commemorating Budd’s
20th Anniversary of employment with a nicely hand-executed title cover featuring
a photographic cut-out of a tire filling in the “0” of “20th,” a large caricature of
Budd in his scouting uniform, and includes numerous ink inscriptions from fellow
employees (likely executives). There are also three additional loose, folio sized
cards bearing hundreds of ink signatures from the factory workers. Goodyear
operated the plant at Las Piñas from 1956 until 2009, in close proximity to the
island’s robust rubber plantations.
The album stands as important, extensive, and detailed primary source documentation of the international operations, labor outsourcing, and outreach efforts of an
American auto-industry giant in the Asian Pacific during the last years of Eisenhower and immediately preceding U.S. involvement in Vietnam, and serves as an
important source for the “Americanizing” methods employed by U.S. companies
after World War II, when newly-opened markets allowed for American corporate
expansion around the globe.
$2250.

this group revolted but were
roundly defeated. Part of the
white response to the uprising
was to create their own local
assembly which excluded those
of mixed race and resolved to
transfer the island’s allegiance
to Great Britain, whereupon
France sent Commissioners
who according to some reports recruited negroes to
fight the whites.

Supplying the British Occupation Force,
Printed in Pre-Revolutionary Haiti
20. [Haiti]: Montalembert, Jean-Charles, baron de: Wigglesworth, John:
[PARTIALLY-PRINTED BILL OF EXCHANGE FOR SUPPLIES, SIGNED
BY BARON DE MONTALEMBERT, COMMANDER OF THE GRENADIERS BRITANNIQUES, AND JOHN WIGGLESWORTH, AGENT TO
THE COMMANDER OF THE 1796 BRITISH OCCUPATION FORCE IN
HAITI]. Port-au-Prince. May 13, 1796. 4 x 9½ inches, completed in manuscript,
docketed on verso. Minor toning and edge wear. Very good.
A rare pay order for supplies made out to Baron Jean-Charles de Montalembert
on behalf of the invading British occupation force in Haiti. The document is
signed by John Wigglesworth, agent to the Commander of the British forces in
Haiti and later Britain’s envoy to the leader of the Haitian Revolution, Touissant
Louverture. By early the next century, Louverture would become, ever so briefly,
chief of the first free Black Republic in Haiti. The payee, Montalembert, has
docketed the verso, with an additional docket in French transferring the funds
to Dutilh & Wachsmuth, a Philadelphia mercantile house.
Saint Domingo, the French part of Haiti, was a highly prosperous sugar, coffee,
and cotton slave-estate island whose produce was described as exceeding that of the
whole of the British Leeward and surrounding islands. In 1789 it was said to consist
of 10,000 white people, 24,000 free mixed-race people, and 455,000 negro slaves.
Although free, local laws decreed that mixed-race individuals could not accept any
office or employment other than as planters. As news spread of the revolution,

Starting in August 1791, the
slaves revolted in many towns,
implementing major massacres
and destruction of estates and
establishing free communities of their own. They were led by Touissant Louverture, an ex-slave who later
joined the French army after the country abolished slavery in 1793. Louverture
swiftly rose to the rank of Commander in Chief of the French forces in Haiti, and
proved to be an effective leader. In 1794, the British army, under the pretense
of the Napoleonic war, sent a force from Jamaica that occupied Port-au-Prince
and some other towns, a welcome development for the remaining white population on the island. This British force was commanded by General Sir Thomas
Maitland of the 62 Foot Regiment, for whom Wigglesworth was the army agent.
In the end, the British were not successful. By 1798, the army had been virtually wiped out by yellow fever, and in April of that year, Maitland withdrew the
British forces from Haiti under a guarantee from Louverture that the remaining
pro-British whites would be protected. In May 1801, Touissant established St.
Domingo as an independent republic. This alarmed the French so badly that they
subsequently sent an army of 25,000 that recaptured the island within a year, and
then by a ruse conveyed Louverture to France where he soon after died in prison.
Baron de Montalembert had commanded the Legion Britanniques de SainteDomingue, a force of 1,200 men composed of white colonials, recruits from
Europe, and possibly some free mixed-race Haitians. Montalembert’s Grenadiers
were one of the most dependable units fighting for the British until the aforementioned fever, along with heavy casualties decimated the unit. They disbanded
on June 25, 1797.
A rare early Haitian document signed by two principal figures in the British occupation during the Haitian Revolution.
$850.

Unpublished Socially Conscious Fiction
21. Hamm, Margherita Arlina, and John R. McMahon: [Carbon typescript
draft of:] THE QUICKSANDS. [New York & Brooklyn]. [N.d., but likely not
later than 1907]. [2],251 leaves. Quarto. Closely typed double-spaced (with stretches
of single-spaced) carbon typescript, on rectos only, with a small handful of corrections in ink. Bradbound in worn faux-leather over boards binder. Pastedowns
of binder chipped and partially detached, typescript generally in very good order.
A typescript of this unpublished collaborative novel cowritten by the pioneering
female war journalist and suffragette and her socialist husband. Hamm (18671907) went to Cuba and Puerto Rico to cover the Spanish-American war. She
also volunteered as a nurse for the Cuban national guard. Based on these experiences, Hamm wrote a number of books and articles about the war and its political
consequences, as well as books examining the New York and American moneyed
classes. She died of pneumonia at the age of 40. McMahon (1875-1956) met
Hamm in the course of his own work as a war correspondent and they married
days after Hamm’s divorce from her first husband was finalized. McMahon wrote
Toilers and Idlers (New York: Wilshire, 1907), a novel which is cited by Rideout,
Blake and Hanna. Apart from that novel, he is best known for his controversial
biography of the Wright Brothers (1930), and OCLC credits him with several
titles on agricultural and home economics topics. He is known to have written at
least one other unpublished novel and a number of plays, as well as sketches and
plays about the American military presence in the Philippines before the turn
of the century. This rather sprawling work is set among the New York upper
class, and among other themes touches on the issue of alcoholism. The authors’
residence is noted in ink on the title-leaf (“8 East 109th St., N.Y. City”) beneath
which appears, in pencil, “792 President Street Brooklyn.” There is a draft of the
present work in the McMahon papers at Stanford.
$1250.

A Tess That Never Was
22. [Hardy, Thomas (source work)]: Scott, Allan, and Clemence Dane (i.e.
Winifred Ashton) [screenwriters]: [An archive of scripts for an unproduced
film version of:] TESS OF THE D’URBERVILLES. [Culver City]: Vanguard
Films, Inc. / The Selznick Studio, 16 March 1946 through [ca. 1948]. Six volumes. Quarto. Mimeographed and mechanically reproduced typescripts, printed
on rectos only. Bradbound in wrappers (stencil-printed, printed, and unprinted).
Other than noted below, very good.
An interesting lot of development scripts undertaken for a film version of Hardy’s
novel which never came to fruition, made up of the following:
a) Gow, Ronald: “Tess of the D’Urbervilles A Play...Based on Thomas Hardy’s
Novel,” an undated playscript in term binder (overlap edges chipped), foliated in act/scene format;
b) A “First Treatment” by Allan Scott, [1],96 leaves, 14 Feb. 1946 (rerun 16
April 1946);
c) A “Complete Script” of Scott’s full screenplay, [1],244 leaves, 12 July 1946
(somewhat worn, upper wrapper and first leaf detached from brads);
d) another “Complete Script” draft as above, re-run 12 January 1947;
e) an undated but revised draft of Scott’s screenplay, [1],253 leaves, in canary
yellow printed Selznick Studio wrappers; and
f) a different screenplay, credited to Clemence Dane, undated, [1],216 leaves.
Gow’s play was quite successfully produced in 1946, but seems not to have been
published at the time. Selznick’s writers may have consulted it in the process of
their adaptations. Had it come to fruition, this would have been the third film
version of Tess, after the now lost silent versions of 1913 and 1924. As it turned
out, a third version would need to wait until the award-winning 1979/80 Polanski
version, Tess.
$1750.

Important Activities in Favor of Woman Suffrage
23. [Hooker, Isabella B.]: ANNUAL MEETING OF THE CONNECTICUT
WOMAN SUFFRAGE ASSOCIATION, HELD AT HARTFORD, SEPTEMBER 9, 1870. REPORT OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE [wrapper
title]. Hartford: Case, Lockwood & Brainard, 1871. 24pp. Small octavo. Original
self-wrappers, stitched as issued. Slight tanning to edges of wrappers, light even
tanning and a few spots of foxing throughout. Near fine.
Rare copy of the Report of the Executive Committee for the second annual meeting
of the Connecticut Woman Suffrage Association (CWSA), founded just one year
before, on October 28, 1869. Submitted and signed in type by the co-founder and
chairman [sic] of the executive committee, Isabella Beecher Hooker, this report
provides updates on the progress of the suffrage movement, both in Connecticut
and nationwide. Also included are updates on movements in Great Britain and
Europe, including a brief list of prominent figures in Britain supporting women’s
suffrage. There are excerpts from notable speeches and articles by John Stuart
Mill, Francis W. Newman, and the reproduction of a letter from J.H. Howe,
Chief Justice of the Wyoming Territory, to Myra Bradwell, prominent Chicago
lawyer and suffrage activist, explaining (despite his initial reservations) the success
Wyoming courts have had in impaneling women as jurors (as part of the founding
documents, Wyoming Territory granted suffrage to white women for all elections).
The women’s suffrage movement in America started gaining real strength in the
1840s with the first women’s rights convention, the Seneca Falls Convention,
convened in 1848. But the years leading up to the passage of the Fifteenth Amendment grew the movement substantially. Lucretia Mott, Lucy Stone, Frederick
Douglass, Susan B. Anthony, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, and others formed the
American Equal Rights Association (AERA) in 1866 “to secure Equal Rights to
all American citizens, especially the right of suffrage, irrespective of race, color
or sex.” Yet, in the final proposal, the Fifteenth Amendment prohibited the
federal government and each state from denying a citizen the right to vote based
only on that citizen’s “race, color, or previous condition of servitude.” Anthony
and Stanton opposed the amendment unless it was accompanied by a Sixteenth
Amendment that would guarantee suffrage for women; Stone, Frances Ellen
Watkins Harper, and Julia Ward Howe supported it and feared that it would not
win congressional approval if it included women’s suffrage. And so, in 1869, they
split into the National Woman Suffrage Association (NWSA) led by Anthony and
Stanton; and the American Woman Suffrage Association (AWSA) led by Stone,
Howe, and Harper. The Women’s Christian Temperance Union (WCTU) was
established in 1873 and also pursued women’s suffrage, providing additional support for the movement overall.
State, territorial, and city suffrage movements also expanded. While national bodies
were important voices for suffrage, they recognized that suffrage would only be
obtained through grassroots work at the regional and state levels. Accordingly,
Isabella Beecher Hooker and Frances Ellen Burr founded the Connecticut Woman
Suffrage Association in 1869 at a meeting attended by Susan B. Anthony, Elizabeth

already passed in Congress, the CWSA was
able to gain small victories towards woman’s
suffrage, such as earning women the right to
formally vote on local matters like school and
library expenditures.

Cady Stanton, and William Lloyd Garrison. As Hooker writes, “It becomes more
and more evident that as a political measure, our main reliance must be upon the
action of Congress passing an amendment to the Federal Constitution. On this
account we urge every member of the Society to keep on hand forms of petition
that they may obtain signatures from time to time, and return them to the Secretary
as soon as filled. Of the importance of flooding Congress with these petitions
from all parts of the country, no one can doubt.” Partnering with the NWSA, the
CWSA focused on women’s suffrage at the local level, and although Connecticut
did not vote in favor of woman’s suffrage until the Nineteenth Amendment had

Isabella Beecher Hooker (1822-1907) was born
in Litchfield, Connecticut, daughter of Lyman
Beecher and half-sister of Harriet Beecher
Stowe. Her broad career as a suffrage activist included participating in the founding of
the New England Women Suffrage Association, and petitioning the Connecticut General
Assembly with a bill that extended property
rights to married women; the bill was initially
rejected, but she reintroduced it every year
until it passed in 1877. She toured widely,
speaking on women’s suffrage and women’s
rights in general, such as adding female police officers across the country; she
followed Victoria Woodhull in testifying before the House Judiciary Committee
in 1871, the first time women addressed a House committee.
This title, issued as Number 2 in the “Tracts of Connecticut Woman Suffrage”
series is rare; we could find only one instance at auction. OCLC lists eight copies:
Connecticut Historical Society, Harriet Beecher Stowe Center, Yale, University
of Georgia, Massachusetts Historical Society, Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania State
University – Harrisburg, and the American Antiquarian Society.
OCLC 30571151, 664231162.
$3000.

By the Producer of Salt of the Earth
24. Jarrico, Paul, and Lester Koenig [screenwriters]: [Four drafts of:] “ALL
NIGHT PROGRAM” SCREENPLAY BY...[caption title]. [N.p.]. 20 August
1940. [1],141 leaves. Legal format. Original typescript, on rectos only of yellow
flimsy, bradbound. A few corners creased and a few small chips, but very good.
An unspecified, but revised draft typescript of this evidently unproduced original collaborative screenplay, exploring the world of graveyard shift workers in
a number of fields (seamen and dockworkers, nightclub dancers and musicians,
truckers, gamblers, mobsters, etc), unified by the central device of an all-night
radio dj whose broadcast is the thematic backdrop for the action. This is a fairly
early undertaking for Jarrico, whose later screen credits, including the pro-Allied
effort, The Song of Russia (1944), and his political sympathies provided the context
for his being Blacklisted. Much of his later work was uncredited, undertaken
pseudonymously, or produced in other countries, with the exception of the landmark Salt of the Earth (1954), which he produced. Koenig, the one-time William
Wyler associate who gave up filmwork in 1953 in favor of full time concentration
on his legendary record company, Contemporary Records, due to the persistence
of the Blacklist, seems to have originated this project, as here present are three
additional, earlier drafts, bearing only his name, dated 23 March, 7 April, and 24
June 1939, the first mimeo typescript, quarto, ([1],108 leaves), the second original
typescript, quarto, ([2],123 leaves), the third original typescript, legal format,
([3],103 leaves), stapled, the second denoted a “Rough Draft Continuity,” and the
first and second bradbound in mimeo wrappers. The collaborative draft (denoted
Production #1046, with assoc. producer Bernard Vorhaud), and the earliest draft,
are both signed by Koenig. The Koenig drafts exhibit some light, old (coffee?)
stains which in no fashion affect legibility or structural integrity. A genuinely
interesting mini-archive relating to what would likely have been a rather striking
film for its time.
$850.

Little-Known Photographic Assignment by Karsh
25. Karsh, Yousuf: [ORIGINAL GELATIN SILVER PRINT PORTRAIT
PHOTOGRAPH OF TWO ZULU TRIBESWOMEN]. [N.p.: The Photographer, ca. 1963]. Original glossy double-weight gelatin silver print from negative,
14 x 11” (inclusive of margins). Captioned in pencil on verso. About fine.
An original print of one of the sequence of superb photographs taken by Yousuf
Karsh on location in South Africa during the filming of the 1964 Diamond Films
production, Zulu, directed by Cy Endfield. Karsh’s invitation to join the production and photograph the cast and locale resulted in a sequence of photographs
of a very high order. The present image is a beautiful half-length portrait of two
Zulu tribeswomen in tribal dress, including elegant headgear, against the background of the foothills of the Drakensberg mountains. The image is identified
in pencil on the verso as “No. 208” in the series. Although this project is not
as widely known as Karsh’s formal portraiture, examples of the resulting images
have featured prominently in both museum and print retrospectives of his career.
$900.

Personal Letters from a WRA Employee
to his Japanese Friends Back Home in Hawaii
26. Langford, Dan: [COLLECTION OF EIGHT TYPED LETTERS, SIGNED,
FROM AN EMPLOYEE OF THE WAR RELOCATION AUTHORITY TO
HIS JAPANESE AMERICAN FRIENDS IN HONOLULU, DISCUSSING HIS
WORK AND EXPERIENCES AT INTERNMENT CAMPS IN ARKANSAS
AND ARIZONA, AND HIS CONCERN FOR THE WELL-BEING OF HIS
FRIENDS IN HAWAII]. [Washington, D.C.; Denson, Ar.; and Rivers, Az. June
13, 1943 – October 1, 1944]. Eight single-sheet typed letters, signed, each with
envelope. Plus one postcard. Some envelopes stained and torn, the letters quite
clean and neat. Very good condition overall.
An intriguing and informative collection of letters, written during World War II,
from an Anglo-American from Hawaii, to friends of Japanese descent in Honolulu.
These letters, from Dan Langford to Ernest Hirakawa and to Ernest’s daughter,
Harriet, provide insight into the views and experiences of a White American with
a significant connection to Hawaii and to people who were interned during the
war. In these letters, Langford relates his own experiences working at internment
camps in Arkansas and Arizona, and expresses his concern for the Hirakawa family
in Hawaii and their friends interned on the mainland.
Dan Langford was born in 1882 and lived a substantial time in Honolulu; as is
evidenced by these letters he was familiar with both the Japanese and Hawaiian
languages. Langford was a pest control expert for the Hawaii Sugar Planters
Association before being hired by the War Relocation Authority (WRA) to become Chief Sanitation Officer for one of their internment camps. These letters
were written between June 1943 and October 1944, about half of them on WRA
stationery. In the earliest letter, written from Washington, D.C., Langford has

yet to be assigned to a specific camp and writes to his friend Ernest Hirakawa
of Honolulu with concern: “War is an awful thing and the innocent must suffer
along with the guilty and I was very much afraid that you were, at least out of
employment, and probably in a concentration camp, as so many Japanese are in
this part of the world. Hawaii, it seems, has been much more sensible and has
not caused as much suffering.”
The remainder of the letters are addressed to Hirakawa’s daughter, Harriet. By
the time of his September 1943 letter, Langford has been stationed at the Jerome
Relocation Center in Arkansas, which had by far the largest concentrated population of inmates from Hawaii. He notes delays in mail because of the censors, and
reasserts his concern about the treatment of Japanese people in Hawaii: “My folks
have written nothing of what happened on Dec. 7 and yours is the first first-hand
story I have read. One thing that made me very happy about that awful day was
a report that not a single Japanese or person of Japanese ancestry was convicted
of a treasonable act in connection with it. I hope that this information is correct,
and sincerely believe it is.” His positive attitude towards Hawaii takes a turn over
the next year, however, as he writes in June of 1944: “It is quite evident that a
great change, for the worse, has come to Honolulu but that is a result of the war.
I very much doubt if the old Honolulu will ever come back. The change was
very noticeable when I was last there, so it is difficult for me to imagine what it
is now. I am hoping that when the war is over that it will be possible for Chiyo
San to have a visit there but have no desire to make it my home.”
Langford’s descriptions of the Jerome internment camp are in fact rather positive, despite regular references to the “unhappy” or “unfortunate” circumstances

of the people detained there. While he likely knew or expected his letters to be
reviewed before delivery, much of his affection for his temporary home seems
genuine: “As you can imajine [sic], I am at home here among [the large Hawaiian
population] and have many friends. Naturally, they are not very happy but I do
all that is possible to make things easy for them.” He reiterates the sentiment in
his next letter: “I am glad now that it turned out [that I could not join the army].
This work is more to my liking and I feel sure that I can do much to make life
more pleasant for the people here.” By the time Jerome was closing, Langford
is actually sad to leave: “Here we are all, haoles and Nihon Jin, just like one big
family and I feel that every one in the Project is my friend. By the middle of
July we shall be scattered all over the U.S. and many of them I shall never meet
again.” There is still a darkness under the surface, however; Langford strongly
discourages Harriet from visiting the United States, telling her, “I hope some day
to be able to tell you the whole story,” as “you do not realise how fortunate you
are at present to have a home and live a reasonably normal life.” Langford also
notes that, as a pest control expert, the Jerome and Rohwer camps – located near
the Mississippi River Delta – posed special challenges in his work. After Jerome
closed, Langford was transferred to the camp at Gila River, from which he sends
his last two letters to Harriet, including an illustrated postcard of the Arizona
desert. The final letter is dated October 1, 1944 from Rivers, Arizona, the site of
another internment camp where Langford worked. He briefly describes the 7,000
acre farm that helped feed the interned Japanese Americans and the support staff,
mentions that he misses his friends at the Jerome camp, and invites Harriet to let
him know if she has any friends interned at Rivers that he can contact for her.
The Jerome Relocation Center was one of two WRA concentration camps located
within a few miles of each other (the other being Rohwer), one of only two situated in the Jim Crow South, and was both the last camp to open and the first to
close. Due to its late opening in 1942, conditions at Jerome were apparently quite
poor to begin with, although most of the unrest had settled by the time Langford
arrived in late 1943. Likely due to its high Hawaiian population, Jerome also
had the highest percentage of inmates who replied “No” to Question 28 on the
infamous “Loyalty Questionnaire”, which asked if Japanese Americans would be
willing to renounce their citizenship to Japan. As a result, Jerome also had the
highest percentage of people sent to Tule Lake, the overcrowded and more highly
militarized concentration camp for detainees thought to be “disloyal.”
A fascinating collection of letters from a Hawaiian WRA employee revealing much
about life in the camps, as well as a great concern for the well-being of people
of Japanese ancestry throughout the country.
$3750.

Extensively Illustrated and Annotated History of the Civil War
27. Lossing, Benson J.: PICTORIAL HISTORY OF THE CIVIL WAR IN
THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. Philadelphia & Hartford: George W.
Childs and Thomas Belknap, 1866-1868. Three volumes. 608; 640; [2],640pp.,
including 1171 total in-text maps and illustrations, plus engraved frontispiece
in first and third volumes (lacking frontispiece portrait of Lincoln in second
volume) Original embossed tan cloth, boards gilt-stamped, spines gilt. Cloth a
bit faded with scattered small stains, corners and spine extremities fraying, ink
stain on spine of first volume. Scattered light foxing, heavier towards the end of
second volume, volume 2 lacking frontispiece portrait. 20th-century ownership
label to front pastedown of vol. 3, extensive manuscript annotations throughout
all volumes in red and blue ink. Overall, very good.
A particularly informative copy of one of the earliest reliable histories of the Civil
War, covering through the assassination of President Lincoln and the early days
of Reconstruction. Although the spines of all three volumes list George Childs as
the publisher, in reality he published only the first volume; the second and third
were published by Thomas Belknap of Hartford in 1868. The author, Benson J.
Lossing, was known as a particularly apt historian with an uncommon care for
accuracy and detail. While his personal sympathies lay with the North, he did
his best to record events accurately and without bias, undertaking two separate
thousand-mile journeys to visit battle sites, make sketches, interview locals and
veterans, and examine official documents. A personal letter of introduction from
General Grant allowed Lossing access to military personnel and documents that
were closed to other historians, and he used them well. “Since Lossing was both
an eyewitness and an historian, his study has value in the extent of his coverage
and his unusual first-hand impressions” – Nevins.
Lossing’s eye for detail is complemented in this particular copy by the extensive
efforts of its owner in the 1940s, Richard Southgate of Vermont. Each volume is
filled with copious manuscript notes in the margins and the white space around
portraits which provide additional information, expanded indices, corrections,
cross-references, and more. The majority of these notes accompany the printed
illustrations of major figures from the war – many portraits are surrounded by
details of that officer’s life, deployment, career, and ultimate fate. For example,
Southgate notes beside the portrait of Major General William Nelson that he “was
shot and killed by Maj. Gen Jeff C. Davis (U.S.) for making a pass at Davis’s Wife.
Nothing done to Davis for this – he became one of W.T. Sherman’s prominent
sub-commanders.” Beside an illustration of “The Lacy House – Hooker’s Headquarters,” he supplies that it “was called ‘Chatam’ by Fitzhugh – who frequently
entertained Geo. Washington – Now (1949) owned by John Lee Pratt of General
Motors.” Other notes are more personal – Southgate notes a descendent of Jubal
Early living in Grafton, Vermont, and seems to have had a particular interest in
Connecticut; many names are noted with their connections to the state, and he
provided an index of “Conn. Troops” on the front free endpapers of the second
and third volumes.
Already an entertaining, thoroughly illustrated, and informative contemporary
history of the Civil War, this copy has been transformed into a veritable encyclopedia by an enthusiastic former owner.
NEVINS II, p. 20
$850.

Remarks on a Classmate
28. [Lowry, Malcolm (subject)]: Redgrave, Sir Michael: [Original heavily
revised autograph manuscript of:] HIGH WIRE TO THE CRATER [caption
title]. [N.p.] [N.d. but ca. 1967]. Seven leaves of ruled 8 x 13” paper. Horizontal
fold, paperclip rust mark at top edge, otherwise very good.
An extensively revised working manuscript, in blue, red and black ink, of this
review of Lowry’s Selected Letters and Under the Volcano, both published by Cape,
the former the first UK edition, the latter the first UK edition to include Spender’s
Introduction. Redgrave had been at Cambridge at the same time as Lowry, and
co-edited Cambridge Poetry 1930, which included Lowry’s first appearance in book
form. The actor incorporates in his review a substantial personal component, as
well as the critical stance of a reviewer: “I remember him chiefly for his presence, as distinct from his personality. He was bright-eyed, sharp-nosed, burly and
probably a bit muscle-bound ...but, with all his strength, extremely gentle ....”
The review saw publication in the Sunday Times.
$600.

Clicking on any item – text or image – will take you to our website
for easy ordering and to view any additional images.

Letters from Two Brothers in the Alaska Gold Rushes
29. Milroy, Bruce: Milroy, Walter: [COLLECTION OF SEVEN AUTOGRAPH LETTERS, SIGNED, FROM BRUCE AND WALTER MILROY
RELATED TO THEIR TRIALS AND TRIBULATIONS DURING THE
YUKON AND NOME GOLD RUSHES]. Teller and Nome, Ak. 1891-1905.
Seven autograph letters, signed. [19]pp. in total. Old folds, some small, possibly
original edge tears in June 1900 letter. Near fine.

An extremely interesting group of letters tied to a Washington state lawyer who
traveled to Alaska in the early days of the Nome Gold Rush, staying there for
several years. This collection includes two letters from Walter Milroy to his
brother, Bruce, in 1891, and five from Bruce to his wife, Lena, from 1900 to 1905.
The Nome Gold Rush was the successor to (and ultimate end of) the Klondike
Gold Rush; when large quantities of gold were discovered at Nome in 1898 and

1899, many of the prospectors who had found no luck in Klondike migrated
to the mouth of the Yukon. By 1900, Nome had grown into a tent city with a
population of over 10,000, and it would remain Alaska’s most populous city for
most of the next decade. The rush ended almost as quickly as it began, and by
the end of 1909 the city – now complete with schools, hospitals, electric lights,
and a post office – fell to a population of 2600.
Walter Milroy’s letters are quite early Alaska gold mining letters, written from
Teller in August 1891, long before the gold rush had started in earnest. From the
content of his correspondence, it seems that Walter Milroy experienced virtually
no success. On August 4 he writes his brother: “Intended to return to Nome
tomorrow but there is a report of strike on the beach near Raindeer station & I
will take it in before returning to Nome.” Two days later he notes “Have been
over nearly all of the Bluestone and its tributaries and the whole country looks to
me like a disappointment. I have prospected...industriously and have been able
to raise few colors....No. 12 is no good & don’t believe we will get a dollar for
our services....Am much discouraged & don’t know what to do.”
By 1900, Walter Milroy’s brother, Bruce, has made his way to Nome from his
home in Washington, likely having heard about the gold from Walter. In his first
letter to his wife, Lena, written June 12, 1900 on a small scrap of paper with some
tears (“excuse the dirty sheet of paper Dearie, it was the best thing handy”), Bruce
seems rather hopeful, writing that he has “been very successful both in mining
and in law,” and encourages Lena to come visit during the summers. Two years
later, however, Bruce has made little progress and is growing frustrated by the
frigid climate, complaining of near continuous storms and the difficulty of setting up his law practice without any real buildings to use as an office. In 1903,
Bruce is still somehow staying afloat despite the constant cold, irregular mail,
and his chronic lack of funds. He has finally managed to get his law practice off
the ground (likely doing a lot of claims work) and works late hours at other odd
jobs, using what little extra he has to continue striving for the dream of gold:
“I am in on 14 claims in the new strike on the Kobuck and it kept me broke all
winter to get them....I am anxious to get to work after this long hard Winter. I
feel like every day is wasted now. But I can’t do anything till the boats can get
to Kotzebue Sound.”
Bruce also briefly mentions the infamously corrupt Judge Arthur Noyes in this
letter. Around 1900, “claim-jumpers” in Nome were attempting to steal other
miners’ land rights by filing claims covering the same ground. Some of these
jumpers advertised their claims back at home and received support from major
figures, including the North Dakota politician Alexander McKenzie. McKenzie
appointed his friend, Judge Arthur Noyes, as a federal judge for Alaska, where the

corrupt judge essentially allowed McKenzie to jump whatever claims he wished.
Noyes was eventually removed from office in 1901, but apparently Bruce didn’t
find his successor much better: “We have had another court scandle [sic], and
the Judge is going out on the ‘Oregon’ to fight it out. He is in some respects
worse than Judge Noyes was. He is ignorant and bigoted. I am glad I did not
try to practice before him.” By 1905, Nome had become an actual town, with
homes, businesses, and even a newspaper (where Bruce was working as a writer).
In one letter to his wife he reports:
“Over $2,500,000 in gold was washed up here this spring and one of the banks
had $1,250,000 in gold piled up in the window so the cheechaco could see it was
no fake. It is giving this town a great deal more stability, property is advancing
and substantial buildings are being put up....The town is so crowded now that
people cannot find rooms or shelter to sleep in. Every place is occupied and more
room needed. In a few days the people will scatter out to the out-lying districts
then I will be able to get located.”
In his final letters, despite the improving conditions in the city, Bruce has grown
tired of the challenges and of his loneliness most of all:
“I have made up my mind Dearie, that life is too short to live as we have been
doing, and while I will not be able to give you all of the comforts and luxuries I
want to, still we will be together and that will be the greatest luxury in the world
to me....When I look at the past it is a horrible nightmare to me and I cannot
endure it any longer. I know too it has been just as hard on you as it has on me,
so let us put an end to it. My God, Dearie, it will seem just like coming out of
Hell to me to again get established and living with you. You will never know
what the past years here have been to me. So get ready to come to me and I will
send for you just as soon as I can.”
Bruce and Walter Milroy were born in Indiana to Civil War Major General Robert
Huston Milroy. Bruce moved to Washington Territory in July 1873, where he
became Assistant Attorney General of the State and Superior Court Commissioner
before making his way north. He eventually returned to North Yakima, Washington, where he continued to practice law until his death in 1940. A collection
of his papers is held at the Washington State Historical Society.
A fascinating and eloquently written collection of letters, covering events and
mining experiences in Alaska over a period of fifteen years, and chronicling the
growth of a city and a sometimes-lawyer/sometimes-prospector’s experiences
during the Nome Gold Rush.
$3750.

Early American Printing of a Popular Morality Tale,
Charmingly Illustrated
30. [More, Hannah]: THE HISTORY OF THE TWO SHOEMAKERS....
Philadelphia: Sold by Johnson & Warner...Jacob Meyer, Printer, 1811. Four parts,
continuously paginated. 107pp., printed on blue-grey paper. Each part with its
own sectional title and woodcut vignette. 12mo. Contemporary plain blue paper
boards. Boards worn and soiled, joints starting to crack (but still strong). Light
tidelines to upper part of last few leaves and rear endpapers, tanning and light
foxing throughout. About very good.
Third American edition of Hannah More’s classic moral saga contrasting the lives
of two apprentice shoemakers. Each numbered part begins with a caption title
and a woodcut. Jack Brown comes from a non-religious family and (as a result)
is dishonest. James Stock is a religious, honest, and hardworking man. As they
work together in the same shop, the two men face many dilemmas; More’s story
illuminates the consequences of each men’s actions, highlighting the Christian
virtues that lead to happiness and success. These stories originally appeared in
More’s Cheap Repository Tracts series for young (and less capable) readers, three of
which appeared every month from 1795 to 1798. The tracts adapted the ponderous moralizing pamphlets published by the Association for the Discountenancing
of Vice into relatable stories, and were a huge hit, selling some 300,000 copies in
March and April 1795, and over two million by March 1796. They were regularly republished in England, Ireland, and America. The first American edition
appeared in 1800, with subsequent editions appearing in 1807 and 1811, all from
Johnson’s Philadelphia shop.
Although easily accessible via microfilm and online versions, actual physical copies of this edition are rare. OCLC only lists nine copies: American Antiquarian
Society, Columbia, Harvard, Yale, Princeton, UCLA, Library of Congress, State
Library of Pennsylvania, and the Free Library of Philadelphia.
WELCH 886. SHAW & SHOEMAKER 23422. OCLC 2775211, 54188013,
589574418.
$1250.

Rare License to Trade
with the Osage Nation in Oklahoma Territory
31. [Native Americana]: [Morgan, Thomas Jefferson]: LICENSE TO TRADE
WITH INDIANS. BE IT KNOWN THAT [C.J. PHILLIPS OF SAN BUENAVENTURA, CAL. & H.E. SLAUGHTER OF OSAGE NATION OKLA]...
HAVING FILED [THEIR] APPLICATION BEFORE ME FOR A LICENSE
TO TRADE WITH THE [OSAGE] TRIBE OF INDIANS...[printed caption
title and beginning of form, with manuscript accomplishment]. [Washington,
D.C.] January 19, 1893. Partially-printed form accomplished in manuscript,
13 x 8¼ inches. Three horizontal folds. Lightly tanned, later pencil ownership
inscription. Very good.
A rare license granting a pair of traders the right to trade on the Osage Reservation
in Oklahoma Territory in 1893, just a few years after the Land Rush of 1889. C.J.
Phillips of San Buenaventura and H.E. Slaughter, a member of the Osage Nation,
are confirmed to have satisfied Commissioner T.J. Morgan, “as required by law...
that they are citizens of the United States, and of good moral character,” and are
granted a one-year license beginning on January 14, 1893. The pair traded under
the name Phillips and Slaughter, and the license is contingent on a $10,000 bond
against misconduct, filed with two surety companies in Kansas. Interestingly,
Phillips and Slaughter waive their right “to any claim against the Government
of the United States for losses or damages, or both, which may result from the
depredations of Indians during the continuance of this license and pending the
removal of their effects from the Indian country on the expiration or revocation
of the same.” The license is signed at the bottom with the stamp of Thomas
Jefferson Morgan, the particularly active and somewhat controversial Commissioner of Indian Affairs from 1889 to 1893. A pencil signature at the bottom of
the license reads “Miss Ann Phillips Wade,” almost certainly a descendant of the
C.J. Phillips who held this license.
An 1834 law gave power to refuse trading licenses to persons of “bad character,”
and to keep them from living among native tribes. Thomas Jefferson Morgan
(1839-1902) was a breveted Brigadier General in the Union Army during the
Civil War, where he was commander of the 14th U.S. Colored Infantry. After
the war, he became an ordained minister and dedicated himself to public education. When appointed Commissioner of Indian Affairs by his former commander
Benjamin Harrison in 1889, he became a fierce advocate of total assimilation for
native populations. While licenses such are this have been required for nearly four
centuries and this particular form was in use for several decades, it is very rare
that they survive. A collection of this form, number 5-171, exists at the National
Archives, and we locate other exemplars of this form only in the University of
Oklahoma’s Thomas McKean Finney and Frank Florer Finney Collection.
$1500.

An African-American Church Class in Ohio in 1928
32. [Ohio]: [African-American Photographica]: [LARGE SEPIA-TONED
PHOTOGRAPH FEATURING THE CONFIRMATION CLASS AT ALL
SAINTS CHURCH IN TOLEDO IN 1928]. [Toledo, Oh.]: The Northland
Studios, November 28, 1928. Sepia-toned silver gelatin print, 8 x 10 inches, in
original string-tied cardboard mat, 10 x 12 inches, stamped “The Northland
Studios.” Heavy wear, a few tears, moderate soiling, and old tape repairs to mat.
Noticeable soiling, staining, and mild surface wear to photograph. Verso of mat
with contemporary ink inscription. Overall, in good condition.

A compelling original photograph depicting the AfricanAmerican congregants at All Saints Episcopal Church in
Toledo in November, 1928. Around a hundred men, women,
and children pose for the camera in their late-November
Sunday best, some wearing warm fur hats or fur-collared coats. The ink inscription on the verso relates valuable information about the group, and reads: “All
Saints Church – Episcopal. Cor[ner]. City Park & Pinewood Ave. Toledo, O.
Taken Nov. 18 – 1928. Sunday. Confirmation class. From Ernest – Edwinna &
Clarence Ferguson + Sister Ella.” All Saints Church is still an active Episcopal
church in Toledo, and still sits on the same property at the corner of City Park
and Pinewood, though the building in the present picture was razed and rebuilt
likely in the 1970s or perhaps later. Though the condition is a bit rough, the
photograph preserves a snapshot of a vibrant African-American religious community in Ohio from the height of the Great Migration.
$875.

From the Obsessive Collector
33. Phillipps, Sir Thomas: [AUTOGRAPH LETTER, SIGNED]. Middle Hill.
8 July 1842. Two pages, quarto (23.5 x 19.5 cm), in ink, on recto and verso of a
folded sheet with integral address leaf. Remnants of old album mounting strip
along spine fold, including extension filling in a thumb-tip-sized area damaged
when the seal (of which remnants remain) was opened. Accompanied by another
quarto sheet, closely written in ink in another hand, recto and verso. Very good.
Written to “Gordon Gyll [/] 82 Wimpole St [/] Cavendish Square [/] London,”
discussing the Hassell Family, of which Gyll was a member, incorporating on
the top sheet an abbreviated family tree showing Thomas Hassell of London and
descendants. Phillipps passes suggestions to Gyll for further research, thanking
him for a manuscript pedigree: “I thank you very much for the copy of the Ped
you have sent, but if you have a lithographed copy to spare, it would be very
acceptable.” He further requests additional information about various families
related to the Hassell line. The attached sheet of antiquarian notes in another
hand relates to the Hassell family and incorporates a family tree current as of 16
Feb 1781. Sir Thomas Phillipps (1792-1872) was the well-known, obsessive collector of books and manuscripts. Gordon Gyll (1802-78) was also an antiquarian,
author of a family genealogy published in 1842. Gyll also traveled extensively
in Europe and the Americas, often in the company of his friend, John Davidson
(1797-1836), the English adventurer who was murdered in Africa.
$750.

Rilke Writes in Gratitude
34. Rilke, René [later Rainer] Maria: [AUTOGRAPH LETTER, SIGNED,
TO NATHAN SULZBERGER]. Bozen [Bolzano], Italy. [2 April 1897]. One
and one half pages (22 lines), in ink on recto and verso of top panel of folded
octavo sheet of engraved letterhead of the “Hotel Victoria Bozen.” Horizontal
fold for mailing, short separation from outer margin at fold, otherwise very good,
accompanied by the original mailing envelope, addressed in Rilke’s hand.
Rilke writes to his Munich friend, the German-American writer and future chemist/inventor, Nathan Sulzberger, then staying at the Britannia Hotel in Vienna.
Sulzberger, raised in comfortable circumstances, had invited Rilke for a three
week tour of Italy, but Rilke thought the offer too generous and they settled on
a shorter stay in Venice. Rilke stayed with him for three days, then traveled to
Bozen where he wrote Sulzberger this letter of thanks. George Schoolfield, in
Young Rilke and His Time (pp.281-2), discusses the context of this letter and its
implications, as does Freedman, Life of a Poet: Rainer Maria Rilke, (pp. 57, 58,
73).
$3750.

New Translation of the Catholic Catechism into Nahuatl
35. Ripalda, Gerónimo de: Palma, Miguel Trinidad, translator: CATECISMO
DE LA DOCTRINA CRISTIANA...TRADUCIDA AL IDIOMA MEJICANO
POR MIGUEL TRINIDAD PALMA. Puebla: Imprenta de M. Corona, 1886.
114pp. 16mo. Original half cloth and printed green paper boards. Light wear and
rubbing to boards, a few dog-eared pages, slight occasional foxing. Very good.
A new translation of Gerónimo de Ripalda’s Spanish-language catechism into
Nahuatl, by Miguel Trinidad Palma. In the preface, Palma explains that, “La
grande escasez que hay de esta preciosa obrita en idioma azteca, y el deseo que
existe por su adquisicion para el uso de los católicos naturales del país, me animaron hacer la presente traduccion del Catecismo del Padre Ripalda (The great
scarcity of this precious little work in the Aztec language, and the desire that
exists for its acquisition for the use of the Catholics in this country, encouraged
me to make the present translation of Father Ripalda’s Catechism).” Palma’s was
not the first translation into Nahuatl, however, as “Professor de Idioma Azteca
en las Escuelas Normales,” Palma was involved in establishing national programs
to extend bilingual education to indigenous Nahuatl speakers, and was uniquelyplaced to update this translation of the Catechism to the benefit of the both church
and his program’s students.
Ripalda’s Catechism was legendary: from its first appearance in 1591 until the first
Vatican Council, it was translated into numerous languages and used throughout
Europe, Latin America, and the Philippines. It was also substantially altered by
subsequent editors and translators as the needs of missionaries changed.
While this translation is fairly well-represented in institutional holdings, it is
decidedly rare in the trade, with only one other copy appearing at auction in the
past century.
$1250.

... “a friendly blowing-up”
36. Shaw, George Bernard: [AUTOGRAPH LETTER, SIGNED, CORRECTING A PRESS ARTICLE IN T he L ady ’ s P icToriaL ]. Ayot. St. Lawrence, or
London. 11 December 1910. One full page, in ink, on oblong octavo sheet of
dual address letterhead, ca. 175 words. Folded for mailing, a few marginal spots
or finger smudges, otherwise very good.
To Arthur Goddard, Jr., of The Lady’s Pictorial:
“May I suggest that you should give the writer of the enclosed cutting a friendly
blowing-up. It happens that the passage I have underlined is not only not true,
but precisely the opposite of the truth. My contribution to the subject, which is

accessible in print to anyone who takes the trouble to verify statements before
making them public, is a demonstration of the utter impossibility of the State
Stud Farm proposal, and the necessity of trusting solely to Nature in marriage ....”
He further cautions, “from one journalist to another – a writer so incautious and
inconsiderate of his journal and his editor may make his (or her) next mistake
about one of the people who live by taking actions against newspapers. You are
in no danger in my case ....” He concludes by suggesting that the situation might
prove an opportunity to “bring an inexperienced contributor up to the mark ...I
offer you the opportunity for what it is worth. Yours faithfully G. Bernard Shaw.”
Shaw has captioned the letter at the top: “Private.”
$1500.

High-Ranking Officer’s Inspection Tour
of U.S. Military Installations Across Japan
37. [United States Military]: [Japan]: [MANUSCRIPT TRAVEL DIARY
AND LEDGER OF A HIGH-RANKING UNITED STATES MILITARY
OFFICER’S COMPLETE INSPECTION TOUR OF MILITARY BASES
IN JAPAN IN THE SUMMER OF 1957]. [Various places, including Tokyo
and several army and navy bases in Japan]. May 27 – August 7, 1957. [74]pp.,
manuscript on lined paper, approximately 4750 total words. Original patterned
brown paper boards, front board gilt. Light wear along spine and edges. Very
clean internally. Near fine.
An intriguing and highly detailed account of an anonymous, but apparently highranking, officer’s two-month inspection tour of the entire United States military
presence in Japan, from late May to early August of 1957. This manuscript
journal provides much information on American Army, Navy, and Air Force
bases in Japan during the Cold War, and the extensive inspections conducted to
maintain high levels of readiness as tensions increased between the United States
and various nations in Asia.
Our unnamed officer travels in style from Washington, D.C. to San Francisco and
then on to Hawaii and Tokyo, providing highly detailed specifics of his itinerary
along the way including flight numbers, times, terminals, models of planes, and
costs of everything purchased from cab fare to airport snacks. After his arrival in
Tokyo, he and his team travel to most if not all of the American military bases in
the country (Navy, Army, and Air Force) and carry out an intensive analysis “to
check out procedures, organization, and techniques.” At each installation, the
team bunks in commissioned officer’s and VIP quarters and are wined and dined
by the top officials – even when they would rather just go to sleep after a long
day of travel. In addition to the details of his inspections, the diary writer records
more mundane details about his sightseeing trips, shopping excursions, meals,
and general observations on- and off-base. Though unidentified, the diarist was
likely assigned to duty at the Pentagon.
Our diary writer, though generally circumspect, provides some tantalizing glimpses
into his mission and its proceedings. Occasionally he will take a short aside to
discuss the history or modern goings-on of a particular base, for example the Gifu
Air Force Base where “a Jap plane factory is turning out T33s for the Jap AF (and
overhauling some of ours)”, or the Naval Communications Facility in “Kamasaya”
[i.e. Kamiseya], “a complex outfit which transmits fleet broadcasts and all kinds
of messages. Also it supports a huge cloak and dagger operation run by CIA.”
Much of the content is quite detailed, such as an entry where he records: “At 1100
George Nagy, Rutt, and I took off by car for NAF Atsugi....We met Capt. Johnson,
the C.O. and then we were invited to lunch by Rear Admiral Ward, ComFair
WestPac, at his flag quarters. In the afternoon we split up. Rutt covered Public
Works. Nagy, with the Admiral’s Chief of Staff, a Capt. Boyle, covered aircraft
maintenance activities. I had Capt. Johnson go over his station organization and
then give a cook’s tour of the base.” The military installations he visits include

Fuchu (Far East Air Force headquarters); Johnson
Air Force Base near Tokyo; Komaki Air Force Base
near Nagoya; Iwakuni Naval Air Station; Itazuke Air
Force Base; the U.S. Army Quartermaster Depot
at Kokura; Camp Otsu; U.S. Army Quartermaster
Depot at Kobe; Chitose Air Base; Misawa Air Force
Base; Tachikawa Air Base, and others.
Other notes are interesting but vague: “In the evening we had a lengthy conference among ourselves.
Recent T.S. messages from JCS [Joint Chiefs of
Staff] seem to greatly affect our work here and we
wanted to reorient our thinking toward the feasibility and practicality of various proposals.” This
possibly relates to the restructuring of FECOM (Far
East Command) into USFJ (United States Forces
Japan) which took place in July, 1957. Aside from
these snippets, the officer discusses the personal
conflicts that break out within the team, such as
when their boss (one George Nagy) delays the team’s
return trip by three days after their reservations
had already been made, “the team was almost in
open rebellion and tempers were short.” After a
quick reconciliation, the next day “All hell broke
loose again” as the new plans fell apart, and the
team and Nagy were not on speaking terms for the
rest of the trip. We also get a few brief snippets
of a protest demonstration put on by a group of
Japanese citizens at Tachikawa Airfield, which was
proposing to seize nearby privately-owned lands to
expand its runway. This protest was known as the
“Sunagawa Struggle,” and marked a high point in
Japanese opposition to U.S. military installations
during the Cold War; the widely televised and recorded demonstrations succeeded in derailing the
runway expansion plans, and are credited among
the reasons for the massive forty percent reduction
in U.S. military force in Japan in 1957, which is
mentioned by our author and was likely a main component of the top secret letters and briefings that dramatically altered his team’s project.
Some of the officer’s more interesting anecdotes relate to his (rather cantankerous)
impressions of Japan. He seems to always find something to complain about: the
weather is too hot, too cold, too hazy, or too humid; the train cars are far too
small, though timely: “The bunks [on our sleeper car] would be very comfortable – for a midget, or a Japanese, I guess. However the Japanese railroads, like
the Germans, are very punctual and adhere religiously to the schedule.” In his

estimation, the company also leaves something to
be desired: “The stores and buildings [in Tokyo]
seem to try to outdo Times Square in garishness and
elaborate animated neon signs. The Jap people are
not particularly handsome and most are downright
ugly. They are all rushing around seeming to be
very busy but not quite accomplishing what we do.”
He does at least begrudgingly admit that “The rural
sections of Japan look very pretty from the air (where
you can’t smell it).” His travels take him from the
tropical south all the way to the northernmost tip
of Hokkaido, “our closest major airbase to the Reds
and a bleak looking outpost. Our VIP quarters are
in little individual shacks. The weather seems to
be 35 [degrees] colder here than at Komaki where
we took off and our Aloha shirts are definitely out
of place. It’s like going from North Carolina to
Vermont and just as far in miles too.” That said,
he is as likely to stay on base for his leisure as to go
out, and finds the American entertainment equally
disappointing: “In the evening we went to the movie
in the basement of the Sanno [base] and saw ‘The
Incredible Shrinking Man.’ Phooey.”
While the author is never named, we can glean a
good amount of information about him, including
the names of several of his team members and the
first names of family members. He is also revealed
to be a devout Catholic: he attends mass every
Sunday and records the location and feast day, if
applicable, notes that “the Japs don’t observe Sunday
very much,” and also runs into an old classmate
from Fordham University, where they were in the
Glee Club together “26 years ago.”
Following the diary are a few pages containing a
full ledger of his personal and gift purchases (with
prices in dollars and yen, locations purchased, and
intended recipients), and four pages of “Hints” for a business trip written in a
different hand, possibly the owner’s wife based on the content. These hints (with
occasional annotations by the author) include recommendations for stores and
restaurants, general travel tips (“keep your passport with you always”), gift suggestions, and reveal other timely sentiments (“Goods from Hong Kong are NOT
made in Communist China”).
A thoroughly detailed and interesting account of a United States military official’s
tour of bases in Japan in the 1950s, penned by an unnamed but clearly important
officer.
$1750.

Answering Questions About Virginia’s Newly Enacted Poll Tax
38. [Virginia]: [Field, James G.:]: OPINIONS OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL RESPECTING THE PAYMENT OF CAPITATION TAX AS A PREREQUISITE TO VOTING. Richmond: R.E. Frayser, Superintendent of Public
Printing, 1878. 6pp. Printed self-wrappers. Slight vertical crease, glue residue on
final page. Evenly tanned. Very good.
The opinions of Virginia’s Attorney General on the requirement of a poll tax for
voting, a favorite method for disenfranchising minority voters in the Jim Crow
era. Virginia had an ever-changing relationship to the capitation tax, but it did
not become a prerequisite for voting until 1875. A few years later it seems there
was still some confusion about the new law, and Attorney General James G. Field
responds to these questions, including whether all taxes need to be paid or only
the capitation tax, whether it was the tax for the previous or following year that
was required, and whether those exempted from the tax were still enfranchised.
While this pamphlet unsurprisingly avoids the issue, the implementation of a
poll tax predictably disenfranchised a large portion of the Black voters who had
become increasingly influential in Virginia during Reconstruction: state auditors
found that fourteen percent of white voters had failed to pay their capitation tax
in 1874, compared to forty-one percent of the Black voting base (Annual Reports
of Officers, Boards and Institutions of the Commonwealth of Virginia for the
Year Ending September 30, 1874). The requirement was eventually repealed in
1881, but other methods to limit the franchise would take its place. Not located
in OCLC. Rare.
$1250.

Photos of the American West During WWI
39. [Western Photographica]: [VERNACULAR PHOTOGRAPH ALBUM
OF A FAMILY, LIKELY FROM TEXAS, IN THE EARLY 20th CENTURY].
[Texas? ca. 1917]. 136 original photographs of varying shapes and sizes, mostly about
3 x 3½ inches. Oblong photo album of black paper between brown velvet covers,
bound with string. Covers a bit scuffed and soiled, glue remnants on a number
of pages, photos in varying conditions. Numerous manuscript captions. Good.

A very personal vernacular photo album
of an apparently well-to-do family in
the American West during World War
I. Most of the photographs are posed
photographs of friends and family, sometimes captioned by a first name, date, or
comment on the image, such as “sweethearts.” In fact, several of the images
appear to be of couples courting. The
captions in general provide precious little information, although the manuscript
next to a group of men loading a mule reads “Good Ol’ Texas.” Many photos are
taken on the family’s front porch or in front of their car, but a few depict men
on horseback or in uniform, and several are dated 1917 in the captions. One
of the photographs shows an outdoor basketball hoop and backboard (likely at
a schoolhouse) and another shows two men standing in front of “Kelley & Sons
Furniture and Hardware.” An intimate look into the year of a western American
family in the early 20th century.
$500.

“I am sure there cannot be in the whole world a better
and more desirable place for the student in painting than Paris...”
40. White, Edwin D.: [AUTOGRAPH LETTER, SIGNED, FROM NOTED
HISTORICAL PAINTER EDWIN WHITE TO LEGENDARY LANDSCAPE
PAINTER JOHN FREDERICK KENSETT, DISCUSSING ART, ARTISTS,
AND LIFE IN PARIS]. Paris, France. January 12, 1851. [4]pp. on folded folio
sheet, with integral address leaf, French postal stamps, and remains of wax seal.
Old mailing folds. A few small holes at center fold (no loss of text), small chip at
outside center edge from wax seal. Very good.
A rich and fascinating letter from Edwin White, one of the most gifted American historical painters of the 19th century, to his friend John Frederick Kensett,
legendary Hudson River School landscape painter. White’s letter, written early
in his career while studying in Paris, is a wonderful summary of artists and exhibitions in Paris, with in-depth critiques of paintings by a number of emerging
19th-century French artists. After apologies for taking so long to write, White
remarks, “You will undoubtedly expect me to say something of art and artists in
Paris, but my situation is not unlike that of a landscape painter who goes into
the country to sketch, he finds so much that he would like to do that for a time
he does nothing, or in other words, he finds so much that is grand and beautiful
that he finds it difficult to fix upon any one point...but as you already know more
of the old masters at the Louvre and the French artists at the Luxembourg than I
do, I will pass them over for the present, and give you my impressions so far as I
am able, of the pictures which have just been opened for exhibition at the Palais
Royal. On entering one is astonished at the immense power in light, shade and
colour, and knowledge exhibited in the human figure, one of the finest probably,
is a picture of large size by [Charles-Louis] Müller, the subject is drawn from a
scene of one of the Revolutions of France and is laid at the prison of St. Lazare
[“Appel des Dernières Victimes de la Terreur dans la Prison de Saint-Lazare,”
1850]....Two pictures by [Pierre-Narcisse] Guérin one of which is a wonderful
representation of a storm at sea, the water is not only finely painted water, but it
is salt water, it makes one dizzy to look at it. Two quite large pictures by [Eugène]
Isabey, strong and affective, with brilliant colour, some beautiful little pictures
by Delacroix, one a perfect gem for light and colour.”
White continues:
“The artists of the new school of course predominate, and you see only now and
then a picture of the old and severe followers of [Jacques-Louis] David. I think
on the whole that the landscape painters are better represented than the figure
painters. There is however a careless and dashing manner about most of the
landscapes that I do not like...several pictures by [Alexandre-Gabriel] Decamps,
but I must confess that they have disappointed me in every instance. There is
certainly some fine bits of colour in them, but they seem the works of boys, I hope
these are not his best pictures. [Narcisse Virgilio] Diaz the great colourist has

several all very much alike, that is to say, the same twisting naked female figure
with a cupid on one side, and in some, on both sides, the same scrambling and
glazing of colour in them all, it may be a difficult thing to paint such pictures.
[Tony] Robert-Fleury has several one of quite large size...there is a quiet about
them, a truth and the expression that is delightful to look at....”
White covers a few more pieces and then turns to other news, notably the fact
that “[Edward Harrison] May [English-American painter] arrived yesterday, I was
delighted of course to see him, and not only to see him, but to hear so much of
our good friends at home. I was glad to hear so favorable a report of your summer’s studies, how I would like to look in upon you....I am hard working at the
figure from the time I can see to dress myself in the morning til I go to bed, as I
have now every advantage and have determined to master if possible that which
all our American artists are too deficient in, a knowledge of the human figure.
For three months I was at the atelier of Picot through the day, studying at the
academy at evening, at present I am painting two small pictures at my new room
to send home probably about the 1st of Feb. or March. I am sure there cannot
be in the whole world a better and more desirable place for the student in painting than Paris, although I find but few pictures that please me, still one finds
everywhere so much knowledge of the principles of the art....”
White closes, “and now my dear friend my sheet is full, or as we say sometimes
the canvas is covered...if you see Mr. [Asher Brown] Durand, please remember me
most warmly to him, [Thomas] Hicks, [Thomas Prichard] Rossiter, [Peter Paul]
Duggan, and I might extend this list much further, but must close...Yours as ever....”

Edwin D. White (1817-77) was born in South Hadley, Massachusetts and was
already painting at age twelve. He first studied with Philip Hewins before moving to New York for studies with John Rubens Smith at the National Academy of
Design. He studied in Paris with Neo-Classical painter François Edouard Picot,
and then proceeded to the Kunstakademie Düsseldorf where he studied history
painting with Emanuel Leutze and genre painting with Karl Wilhelm Hübner.
He also worked and studied in Rome, Antwerp and Florence. Upon returning
to the U.S., he became a member of the National Academy of Design where he
also worked as an instructor, and had studios in Bridgeport, Connecticut; New
York City; and Saratoga Springs, New York.
John Frederick Kensett (1816-72) was a highly-regarded painter, but was also
loved and respected for his kind nature, support of fellow artists, and energy and
skill in assuming a public role in the arts. In 1859 he was appointed a member
of the National Art Commission, which was charged with overseeing the decoration of the U.S. Capitol in Washington. He was active in the founding of the
Artists’ Fund Society, was one of the founders of the Metropolitan Museum of
Art in 1870, and also served as a member of its board of trustees. His papers at
the New York State Library list only one letter from White.
A wonderful piece of a lifelong conversation between two of the leading artists
of the 19th century.
John Frederick Kensett Papers, 1830-1872. SC19480. New York State Library.
$1500.

Latter part of a letter written by Gen. James Wilkinson to James Brown, U.S.
Attorney General of New Orleans. Wilkinson (1757-1825) was a general in the
American Revolution. He subsequently served in Wayne’s Ohio campaign against
the Indians and was successively governor at Detroit, St. Louis, and New Orleans.
He was embroiled in Aaron Burr’s western schemes, and ultimately became a Texas
landowner. James Brown was appointed by President Jefferson as the Secretary
of Orleans Territory in 1804, and later accepted an appointment as the U.S. Attorney for the District of New Orleans, from 1805 to 1808. He later served as
a U.S. Senator from Louisiana and as Ambassador to France.
Although the first half of this letter is lacking, it would seem to have been written while Wilkinson was governor of Louisiana Territory, stationed at St. Louis
(1805-7). It is addressed as private mail to Brown as Attorney & Advocate General
at New Orleans (1805-8). The opening line of Wilkinson’s letter refers to the
squabbles within the Army ranks about the order for short hair. Officers were
expected to cut off their queue, or pigtails, in compliance with new Army regulations; this, however, caused a split in the ranks, and many of the old guard, who
were primarily Federalists, resigned rather than submit to a trim. Lieutenant
Col. Thomas Butler was, in fact, twice court-martialed for refusing to comply.
“These are both good officers, & the first is a [fringed?] cat, tho very fond of
his hair, yet I doubt not the correctness of their judgment, or the soundness of
their principles. I find [Stuart?] resigns & wishes to visit the seat of government;
I expect in character of ambassador from Butler & Claiborne, to promote their
[illegible] purposes & plat the devil with the Brigadier General; I should be glad
to be informed of the standing of this charming trio. My poor Ann is with me
accompanied by my son James, who remembers you with respectful attachment.
My son Biddle is at Williams Burgh for a year to read law & hear the lectures,
after which he will go into the office of Willm. Pinckney of Maryland, the great
young man of our country.”
He goes on to wish Brown well, including what appears to be a reference to
resisting the temptations of the colored ladies of New Orleans, followed by a
slantwise reference to a new phase of his life.

The Controversial Governor of Louisiana Territory
on Army Squabbles and Worldly Temptations
41. Wilkinson, James: [PARTIAL AUTOGRAPH LETTER, SIGNED, FROM
JAMES WILKINSON TO JAMES BROWN]. [Possibly St. Louis. Between
1805 and 1807]. [3]pp. Quarto, on a folded folio sheet. Old folds. Closed tear to
second leaf, minutely affecting text. A few pieces of old tape, primarily in margin.
Light wear and soiling. About good. In a blue half morocco and cloth clamshell
case, spine gilt.

“I hope you have been able to realize all your hopes & expectations in the capital
of the West [i.e. New Orleans], and that you may live long to enjoy the wealth you
are accumulating. I hope also that your mercurial temperament does not expose
or rather subject you to the sinful allurements which encompass you in all the
various tints & shades of the human kind, from ebony to alabaster. I hope too
that you are well with my friend Livingston, because of his charming disposition
& generous soul. I am about to enter upon a new theatre & in a part which I
have never before played. The result therefore can but be dubious, yet I despair
not of avoiding the filth & dirt, with which my worthy brother near you has besmeared himself. The views of the Executive on my government differ entirely
from those applied to every other colony, but I really have not time to say more
than that depopulation constitutes a prime object.”
An interesting letter by this controversial American figure.

$1500.

The Curious Autobiography of a Vermonter in the West
42. Willard, Charles Henry: MULTUMISSIMO IN PARVO 700 YEAR HISTORY OF THE WILLARD FAMILY HARTLAND’S EARLIEST HISTORY
COL. OLIVER WILLARD FIRST SETTLER OF HARTLAND VERMONT
SIXTY YEARS IN WIDE=OPEN WOOLY WEST TWENTYFIVE YEARS
ON CRUTCHES. [N.p. 1924]. [4],1-44,44A,45-68pp., including frontispiece
portraits, plus tipped-in errata slip. 12mo. Original printed wrappers, stapled.
Wrappers a bit soiled with light center crease. One sentence struck through with
red and black ink on final page, interior otherwise clean and unmarked. Very good.
An idiosyncratic collection of poetry, observations, disjointed anecdotes, and
religious argumentation written by a man who claims to be the descendant of a
French Count. Willard describes it best in his own introduction:
“The title, ‘Multumissimo in Parvo,’ which means the very most possible to be
compressed into the smallest possible space is appropriate to this little book or
booklet, since it brings together the most important events of a very eventful,
strenuous life and leaves the reader to soar away, to any desired hight [sic], on
the wings of imagination in search of a multitude of events not in print.”
In addition to entertainment, his goals are to argue that his ancestor, Col. Oliver
Willard, was actually the first settler of Hartland, Vermont, and in the final pages
to advertise his newly printed “Hebrew Gospel,” the existence of which we can find
no evidence. The author tells numerous tales about his life, including fortunes won
and lost in mining, farming, sheep herding, and retail, tells jokes and humorous
anecdotes, writes songs and poems, muses on Christianity and Judaism, provides
a detailed family tree of the Willard family, and recounts many other observations
from his life (such as witnessing the discovery of dinosaur bones in Tucson which
he describes as “many thousands of years old”). A rare and curious book about
a curious man’s curious life; OCLC locates seven copies in libraries worldwide.
OCLC 11795369, 866548471, 191114276.
$650.

Letter from a Prominent Suffragist and Temperance Advocate
to a Noted Female Doctor and Author on Women’s Health
43. Willard, Frances: [AUTOGRAPH LETTER, SIGNED, FROM FRANCES
WILLARD TO DR. ALICE B. STOCKHAM, REGARDING STOCKHAM’S
NEW BOOK]. Evanston, Il. July 31, 1884. [2]pp. on a single sheet of Woman’s
National Christian Temperance Union stationery. Accompanied by a small print
of Frances Willard and her mother. Old fold lines. Minor wear. Contemporary
manuscript notation at top of sheet. Very good plus.
Frances Willard thanks Dr. Alice Stockham for sending along a copy of Stockham’s book on childbirth and women’s health. Though the title of the book is
not mentioned, it is almost certainly Stockham’s Tokology: A Book for Every Woman.
Originally published in 1883, it went through several editions. Alice B. Stockham
(1833-1912) was an obstetrician and gynecologist and one of the first American
women to earn a medical degree. Frances Willard (1839-1898) was prominent in
both the suffrage and temperance movements, and was influential in the passage
of the 18th and 19th amendments (prohibition and votes for women, respectively);
she also helped found the Woman’s National Christian Temperance Union in
1874. Willard’s platform of “Home Protection” as the premise behind suffrage
was designed to appeal to women everywhere. She held that if a woman had the
right to vote, she could better protect her home and family and improve society.
To Dr. Stockham, she writes:
“Dear friend, Do not think me unappreciative of your kindness, but I am always
so pre-occupied that I have time but to ‘dip’ into any book, no matter how excellent. I have thought yours of this class so far as I had opportunity & could
judge. My sister brought me one, loaned by you (when I was ill) of unique &
most interesting character. I doubt not she has read it more at length than I, as
I had to leave home when barely up again. This hasty line is to assure you of my
appreciation of your kindness in sending the book.”
$1500.

“Ought we to call for peace on any terms?
Not for an instant can the true patriot indulge the thought.”
44. Wood, Nathaniel Milton, Rev.: [MANUSCRIPT EULOGY FOR LT.
COLONEL STEPHEN BOOTHBY OF MAINE, WHO DIED OF HIS
WOUNDS WHILE FIGHTING IN THE BATTLE OF THE WILDERNESS IN VIRGINIA IN 1864, ENTITLED “VIOLENCE & MOURNING”
AND CONTAINING MUCH CONTENT ON THE CIVIL WAR AND ITS
CAUSES] Lewiston, Me. June 17, 1864. 32pp. manuscript, approximately 5500
words. In ink with some underlining in red and blue pencil, as well as occasional
cross-outs and emendations. Quarto. Folded sheets, neatly stitched. Minor edge
wear and foxing, a few ink smudges. Very good plus.
A fiery eulogy-cum-sermon from Rev. Nathaniel Milton Wood delivered in memory
of 1st Maine Cavalry Colonel Stephen Boothby, who died from wounds incurred
at the Battle of the Wilderness. Putatively a eulogy for Boothby, Wood’s speech
(entitled “Violence & Mourning”) spends many more pages on the South and
the abhorrent institution of slavery, laying the blame for the conflict squarely at
the Confederacy’s feet and decrying the North’s history of appeasement. Wood
staunchly recuses abolitionists of any fault for the war:
“The furious strife has raged + still rages in the land. Contending armies like
the tides of the ocean have surged back + forth in nightly waves showing fields
they have traveled with the wounded + the dead....On whom shall we lay the
responsibility of this cruel war, this fraternal + fatal strife? Must we in part assume it ourselves?...Must this father, must I, who feel today to mourn this slain
as a younger brother, in common with other friends + advocates of human liberty
rights, assume in part, the responsibility of this war in which this life was sacrificed? Before God I protest against the charge, + hurl back the allegation upon
those who offer it....We are not responsible for this strife with the men of the
South. On the contrary, if we have sinned in reference to them, it had been by
yielding to their evil clamors + compromising with their sin too long.”
Wood further refutes the claims of the Confederacy that slavery was no concern
of the North:
“This is not true. It was an affair of ours. We were not allowed to separate
ourselves from it. Its supporters forced us to take ground either for or against it.
They vehemently demanded its rights + among them its right to be recognized as
a national institution, its right to be allowed free entrance into all the territories
of the union, its right to be protected, to be legislated for, to be sustained by
judicial decisions in all parts of the country, to be upheld by all the power of this
federal government. What ought we to have done? Acquiesced quietly in all
these demands + allowed the accursed system to spread + prevail?”

After twenty-six pages of similar excoriations Wood finally turns to a heartfelt
eulogy of Boothby, who is described as a calm and rational man who left his successful law practice to join the army not in a fit of passion or patriotic fervor,
but through a considered decision that it was the right thing to do. Boothby was
a minister’s son who was raised in Lewiston, where he became a close personal
friend of Wood, who describes the colonel as a younger brother. Wood himself
was a leading Baptist originally from Camden, Maine, who studied at Colby and
preached for many years in Lewiston. On a brief trip to Mississippi shortly after
graduating college, Wood stayed on a plantation and was stricken by the horrors
he witnessed there, which he cited as the final straw in his decision to become
a preacher.
An eloquent and impassioned speech in remembrance of a Union officer, discussing the causes of the war at great length and in no uncertain terms. While a small
collection of Wood’s sermons was published shortly after his death in 1877, this
eulogy does not appear anywhere in published form.
$1750.
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